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Abstract
We show how to use various notions of genericity as tools in oracle creation. In particular,
1. we give an abstract deﬁnition of genericity that encompasses a large collection of diﬀerent generic
notions;
2. we consider a new complexity class AWPP, which contains BQP (quantum polynomial time), and infer
several strong collapses relative to SP-generics;
3. we show that under additional assumptions these collapses also occur relative to Cohen generics;
4. we show that relative to SP-generics, ULIN \ co-ULIN 6 DTIMEðnkÞ for any k, where ULIN is unam-
biguous linear time, despite the fact that UP [ ðNP \ co-NPÞ  P relative to these generics;
5. we show that there is an oracle relative to which NP=1 \ co-NP=1 6 ðNP \ co-NPÞ=poly; and
6. we use a specialized notion of genericity to create an oracle relative to which
NPBPP+MA:
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1. Introduction
Many constructions in structural complexity involve combining diagonalization and coding
requirements. Such constructions face three kinds of diﬃculties: those intrinsic to the diagonal-
izations, those intrinsic to the codings, and those arising out of interactions between coding and
diagonalization techniques.
The problems intrinsic to either diagonalizations or codings are often easily solved, while
the problems arising out of interactions usually prove to be the most challenging. In this
paper, we show how various notions of genericity can be used to overcome interaction dif-
ﬁculties.
The general concept of genericity has proven quite useful in oracle building. There are in fact
many diﬀerent (usually mutually exclusive) ways to deﬁne when an oracle is generic. Each type of
genericity isolates those required properties of an oracle that can be enforced at intermediate
stages of an oracle construction. The best example of such requirements are those that can be
satisﬁed by extending the partial oracle a ﬁnite amount, perhaps to diagonalize against some
relativized computation. A Cohen generic oracle, deﬁned in Section 4, is one that satisﬁes all
deﬁnable requirements of this type.4 There are, however, other types of diagonalization re-
quirements that are satisﬁed only by extending an inﬁnite amount, and still others that must
cohabit with coding requirements to build the oracle we need. We will show that we can usually
handle these other types of requirements in a uniform way by deﬁning alternate notions of
genericity.
We therefore note a correspondence between sets of requirements needed to construct an oracle
on the one hand and notions of genericity on the other: a generic set is deﬁned as one that meets
all requirements in a particularly speciﬁed set. This paper gathers evidence for the following thesis:
for any set of consistent requirements suﬃcient to construct an oracle with a desired property, one
can ﬁnd an appropriate deﬁnition of genericity where all the generic sets under this deﬁnition
satisfy all the requirements and thus have the desired property. If the requirements in question
include any sort of diagonalizations, even if they are mixed with coding requirements, the cor-
responding notion of genericity is nontrivial.
This correspondence has two useful implications.
First, explicit oracle constructions can be rephrased as proofs that any generic oracle (appro-
priately deﬁned) can do the job. Rephrasing proofs in this way can lead to considerable con-
ceptual simpliﬁcation. An explicit construction often involves interleaving coding and
diagonalization requirements, while worrying (a lot!) about how they might conﬂict with each
other, all in one big stage-by-stage construction. A generic oracle proof, on the other hand,
separates this task neatly into two independent parts:
• Choose an appropriate notion of genericity, and show that there exist sets which conform to
this notion.
• Show that each requirement that the oracle must satisfy is dense with respect to our chosen no-
tion of genericity, i.e., has the potential of being satisﬁed at any point.
4 Deﬁnability is taken with respect to a countable formal language, such as ﬁrst-order Peano arithmetic.
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Taken together, these two facts automatically give an oracle that suﬃces for ones purposes; in
fact, all the generic sets in question will suﬃce. One no longer needs to worry about how to in-
terleave requirements explicitly.
The beneﬁts of such simpliﬁcation are well known in several cases involving Cohen generics,
where the requirements can always be met by ﬁnite extension. For example, a minor observation
regarding the construction of an oracle separating P from NP shows that any Cohen generic
oracle separates these two classes. Another example is implicit in the observation that Yaos
construction of an oracle that separates the polynomial hierarchy works by ﬁnite extension, and
so any Cohen generic oracle must also separate the polynomial hierarchy. General techniques
have been developed to obtain results about Cohen generics; we will investigate some of them in
Section 4, where we show how several previously known oracle constructions can be replaced by
results about Cohen generics.
What about including requirements that can only be met by an inﬁnite extension, or by
explicitly maintaining some invariant for an inﬁnitely long time (coding requirements)? It is
less obvious, but such constructions can also be turned into generic oracle proofs, using
notions of genericity other than Cohen genericity. One such notion is SP-genericity, which we
deﬁne in Section 5, and another we will use in Section 7.2. In fact, there are a wide variety of
diﬀerent notions of genericity useful in complexity theory, each with its own particular
properties (see Sections 3 and 8). We do not wish to imply that using genericity to prove the
existence of oracles obviates the need for cleverness or ingenuity. We merely wish to assert
that the added modularity in a generic oracle proof allows one to concentrate on the intri-
cacies of the individual requirements themselves, rather than on how diﬀerent requirements
interact.
The second practical implication of the correspondence between requirements and genericity is
that we often discover oracles with certain properties without explicitly constructing them, by
simply considering various notions of genericity. Given some particular notion of genericity, it
will be the case that any reasonable complexity theoretic property P either holds for all generics or
none of them. Thus, it is a natural question to ask, ‘‘does a generic set satisfy P or not?’’ An-
swering such a question is considerably less daunting than trying to construct an oracle satisfying
property P from scratch. To resolve the question, one can work incrementally, trying to prove the
question true and false simultaneously, and gathering useful facts along the way. Hopefully, one
proof strategy wins in the end. If the answer turns out to be aﬃrmative, an explicit oracle con-
struction is unnecessary.
This was exactly the line of attack used to discover an oracle for which the Berman–Hartmanis
Isomorphism Conjecture holds [20]. The notion of SP-genericity (see Section 5) was deﬁned and
many of its properties studied before its eﬀect on the Conjecture was known. It was natural to try
to determine the status of the Conjecture relative to SP-generic oracles. We originally attempted
to prove that the Isomorphism Conjecture failed relative to these oracles. A careful analysis of
where the proof broke down led to the correct proof that it held relative to SP-generics. Most
importantly, this proof was built in a piecemeal fashion; it combines a number of smaller results
about SP-generics that were shown independently, and that bear no obvious relationship to each
other. It is diﬃcult for us to imagine how one could have the foresight to formulate all at once the
widely diﬀerent types of requirements needed to perform the construction from scratch, without
knowing at the outset how such requirements needed to be combined. The success of applying the
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properties of SP-generic sets to the Isomorphism Conjecture is to our knowledge the best illus-
tration of the beneﬁts of the genericity approach to oracle results in complexity theory.
In Section 3 we give a general framework for deﬁning diﬀerent types of generic sets in terms of
arithmetic forcing. It is well known that there are often equivalent ways of deﬁning genericity as a
purely topological notion, using the ideas of Baire category. We mention these as well.
In Section 4, we systematically assemble a number of basic facts about Cohen generic sets,
many of which are generalizations of known results [11]. We then use these results together with
the technique of rerelativization to produce a number of oracles that cause the Isomorphism
Conjecture to fail in a variety of diﬀerent ways.
We deﬁne SP-generic sets in Section 5, and recount some of their basic properties. The deﬁ-
nition of SP-genericity we give there is simpler and more manageable than the original deﬁnition
of SP-genericity given in [20], where it was denoted ‘‘sp-genericity.’’ The SP-generic sets deﬁned
in the present paper, however, are easily seen to possess all the same useful properties of the
original SP-generics of [20]. We end Section 5 with a result that ties SP-genericity with the
construction of exact pairs in computability theory.
In Section 6 we show how generic oracles collapse complexity classes. We unify and extend
results in [11,30,20] by showing that a large number of interesting complexity classes collapse to P
relative to SP-generic oracles. We also use the notion of certiﬁcate complexity and a new com-
plexity class AWPP to present a general criterion for when such collapses occur. Recently,
Fortnow and Rogers [24] have shown that AWPP contains BQP, the class of all languages de-
cided by a quantum computer in bounded error probabilistic polynomial time [13]. Thus relative
to SP-generics, P ¼ BQP but PH separates. By similar proof techniques, all these collapses also
occur relative to Cohen generics, given certain assumptions about unrelativized classes.
In contrast to Section 6, in Section 7 we give nontrivial separation results relative to generics.
We show that there is an oracle relative to which
NP=1 \ coNP=1 6 ðNP \ coNPÞ=poly:
We also show that there is an oracle A relative to whichMA 6 NPBPP. The proof introduces a new
notion of genericity that is diﬀerent from both Cohen and SP-genericity. Finally, we show that
SP-generics separate various linear time promise classes from DTIMEðnkÞ for all k.
We describe further research and present some open problems in Section 8.
2. Preliminaries
This paper treads across a number of mathematical areas (logic, computability, computational
complexity) with diﬀering and sometimes conﬂicting notational conventions for basically the same
concepts. We will use notation that is mostly idiomatic to the subject at hand.
We let R ¼ 2 ¼ f0; 1g and let R be the set of all ﬁnite binary strings. For nP 0 we let Rn
and R6 n be the sets of binary strings of length equal to n and at most n, respectively. We use x
to denote the set f0; 1; 2; . . .g of natural numbers, which we identify with binary strings in the
usual lexicographical way. We let Z denote the integers. Let f and g be partial functions on x
(or R). We say that f extends g (f  g) if domðgÞ  domðf Þ and f agrees with g on gs do-
main. If in addition f 6¼ g, then we may write f  g. This sense of the  relation is the one
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commonly found in the literature of computability theory and computer science, so we adopt it
here even though it is the reverse of the standard partial order notation for forcing. We say that
f and g are compatible if they share a common extension. We say f is a partial characteristic
function or partial oracle if rangeðf Þ  2, and a ﬁnite characteristic function if, in addition,
domðf Þ is ﬁnite.
We let  denote the empty string, and we let jrj denote the length of string r. We may also
regard string r as a ﬁnite characteristic function whose domain is an initial segment of x (or R).
Thus domðrÞ ¼ f0; . . . ; jrj  1g. If x and y are strings, then xy is the concatenation of x followed
by y, and for n 2 x, xn is the n-fold concatenation of x with itself. We use A;B;C; . . . to denote
arbitrary subsets of x, which of course are canonically identiﬁed with subsets of R (‘‘languages’’)
and with total functions x ! 2 or R ! 2.
Let M be a deterministic oracle machine, r a partial oracle, and x 2 R. We write MrðxÞ # to
meanM halts on input x where all ofM s oracle queries are in domðrÞ and are answered according
to r.
If E is some expression then kx:E denotes the function that, on input y, outputs ½y=xE, that is, E
with the value y substituted for all free occurrences of x in E.
We assume knowledge of standard complexity classes and other complexity theoretic con-
cepts. These may be found in a number of places [6,7,47]. For example, when we say that a
one-to-one (not necessarily onto) function f : R ! R is invertible in ptime, we mean left-
invertible in ptime.
2.1. Counting classes
In Section 6 we will refer to several classes that may not be widely known. These are mostly
counting classes described in, for example [19,22,50]. For completeness, we deﬁne them here and
give their basic properties.
Deﬁnition 2.1 [55]. A function f : R ! x is in #P if there is a nondeterministic polynomial-time
Turing machine M such that f ðxÞ is the number of accepting paths of M on input x, for all x 2 R.
The rest of the information in this section is from [19], which can be consulted for more details.
Deﬁnition 2.2. A function f : R ! Z is in GapP if there are two #P functions fþ and f such that
f ðxÞ ¼ fþðxÞ  fðxÞ for all x. Equivalently, f 2 GapP if there is a nondeterministic polynomial-
time Turing machine M such that f ðxÞ is the number of accepting paths minus the number of
rejecting paths of M on input x (denoted gapMðxÞ).
It is easily shown that
GapP ¼ fkx: 2pðjxjÞ  f ðxÞ j f 2 #P and p a polynomialg;
and that GapP has the following closure properties:
1. #P  GapP.
2. If f 2 GapP then f 2 GapP.
3. If f ð; Þ 2 GapP and p is a polynomial, then gðÞ; hðÞ 2 GapP, where










Several counting classes can be deﬁned easily using GapP.
Deﬁnition 2.3.
• A language L is in PP (‘‘probabilistic polynomial time’’) if there is an f 2 GapP such that for
all x 2 R,
x 2 L() f ðxÞ > 0:
• A language L is in C¼P (‘‘exact counting polynomial time’’) if there is an f 2 GapP such that
for all x 2 R,
x 2 L() f ðxÞ ¼ 0:
• A language L is in P (‘‘parity polynomial time’’) if there is an f 2 GapP such that for all
x 2 R,
x 2 L() f ðxÞ is odd:
• A language L is in SPP (‘‘stoic PP’’) if there is an f 2 GapP such that for all x 2 R,
x 2 L) f ðxÞ ¼ 1;
x 62 L) f ðxÞ ¼ 0:
• A language L is in WPP (‘‘wide PP’’) if there is an f 2 GapP and g 2 FP such that, for all
x 2 R, gðxÞ > 0 and
x 2 L) f ðxÞ ¼ gðxÞ;
x 62 L) f ðxÞ ¼ 0:
• A language L is in LWPP (‘‘length-dependentWPP’’) if there is an f 2 GapP and g 2 FP such
that, for all x 2 R, gðxÞ > 0 and
x 2 L) f ðxÞ ¼ gð0jxjÞ;
x 62 L) f ðxÞ ¼ 0:
The following inclusions are known [19]:
P  UP  FewP  Few  SPP  LWPP WPP
 C¼P \ co-C¼P  C¼P [ co-C¼P  PP:
It is known that the Graph Isomorphism problem is in LWPP, and Graph Automorphism is in
SPP [36]. More recently Graph Isomorphism has been shown to be in SPP [1]. The class AWPP
(‘‘approximate WPP’’), deﬁned in Section 6, contains WPP, but probably does not contain C¼P
or co-C¼P. All the deﬁnitions above relativize in the usual way.
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3. Abstract genericity
This section gives a detailed treatment of the theory of generic oracles. A full understanding
of this section is not required for understanding the remaining parts of the paper. Corollary 3.16
and Lemma 3.17 are the most important facts, and the latter does not mention the forcing
relation.
3.1. Basic deﬁnitions and lemmas
In this section, we will discuss forcing in arithmetic in greater generality than usual. The results
given here are standard in the literature, with some occasional minor variations. This section is
meant primarily as a primer on forcing in arithmetic. Let hx;þ;; 0; Si be the standard model of
Peano Arithmetic (S is the successor function). We let 2x be the space of inﬁnite binary sequences
endowed with the Cantor topology, so that each basic open set corresponds to a ﬁnite charac-
teristic function r and consists of all inﬁnite binary sequences extending r. We identify subsets of
x with inﬁnite binary sequences via their characteristic functions.
Deﬁnition 3.1. A condition is a nonempty perfect subset of 2x.
Recall that the perfect sets are closed sets without isolated points. A perfect subset of 2x is
identiﬁed uniquely with a complete (fully branching) binary subtree of the full binary tree f0; 1g,
and vice versa, so it is sometimes better to view a condition as a tree. This allows us to speak
unambiguously about the 0-branch or 1-branch of a condition.
Deﬁnition 3.2. Let c be a condition and let b 2 f0; 1g. The b-branch of c is the condition
fA 2 c j AðmÞ ¼ bg;
where m 2 x is least such that ð9A;B 2 cÞ AðmÞ 6¼ BðmÞ.
For k > 1 and b1; . . . ; bk 2 f0; 1g, we inductively deﬁne the b1    bk-branch of c to be the
b2    bk-branch of the b1-branch of c.
Note that the 0- and 1-branches of a condition are also conditions.
From our point of view, conditions are approximations to subsets of x (single inﬁnite binary
sequences), where the latter are ultimately identiﬁed with subsets of 2<x ¼ R for the purposes of
computation. An important special case of a condition is the set of total characteristic functions
extending some given partial function with coinﬁnite domain; in such cases we will identify the
condition with the partial function itself.
Deﬁnition 3.3. A notion of genericity is a nonempty set G of conditions such that, for all c 2 G, all
G 2 c, and all n 2 x, there is a condition c0 2 G such that c0  c and ð8G0 2 c0Þ½G0ðnÞ ¼ GðnÞ.
The conditions of G are called G-conditions.
The closure property of Deﬁnition 3.3 simply enables us to reﬁne any approximation (G-con-
dition) c to completely determine the value of the oracle being approximated at any particular
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input. It is also exactly the restriction necessary to prove one of the basis cases of Lemma 3.14
below. Note that Deﬁnition 3.3 implies that both the 0- and 1-branches of any G-condition
contain other G-conditions as subsets. Further, Deﬁnition 3.3 holds if all branches of any G-
condition contain other G-conditions as subsets, i.e., if for all c 2 G and all s 2 2<x, there is a
c0 2 G which is a subset of the s-branch of c.
Remark. A more traditional and more general approach to forcing and genericity would be to
start with an arbitrary partial order hP ; 6 i and let the conditions be the elements of P . Here
we restrict our partial orders to be particular families of perfect subsets of 2x, partially or-
dered by  and satisfying Deﬁnition 3.3. Our restricted approach has the beneﬁt of con-
creteness and is more directly suited to constructing oracles. Traditionally, one deﬁnes forcing
on hP ; 6 i in order to obtain generic subsets of P . The information in these subsets must then
be extracted to produce oracles according to some explicit translation scheme that depends on
the situation at hand. Our approach makes this last translation step trivial and uniform over
all the notions of genericity we consider—we simply take the intersection of all elements of the
generic subset (see Deﬁnitions 3.6 and 3.7 below). Furthermore, the added generality of the
traditional approach does not really buy us anything here; to our knowledge, all types of
generic oracles used in complexity theory can be built using notions of genericity obeying
Deﬁnition 3.3.
For the rest of this section, we will assume that G is some ﬁxed but arbitrary notion of gene-
ricity.
Deﬁnition 3.4. Let LPA½X  be the language of Peano Arithmetic, augmented by a unary predicate
symbol X . Let sentðLPA½X Þ be the set of sentences (formulas with no free variables) in LPA½X .
We assume that the only logical operators in LPA½X  are :, _, and 9; the other standard op-
erators are deﬁned in terms of these three. The G-forcing relation G on G  sentðLPA½X Þ is de-
ﬁned by a simple recursion on the structure of formulas, which is essentially Tarskis deﬁnition of
truth except in the case of negation. If n 2 x, we let n denote the formal term SS    S|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
n
0. The
variables c and s range over G.
cGu () u is true in x ðwhere u is atomic and X does not occur in uÞ; ð1Þ
cGX ðnÞ () ð8A 2 cÞ AðnÞ ¼ 1 ðwhere n 2 xÞ; ð2Þ
cGu _ w () cGu or cGw; ð3Þ
cG ð9xÞu () ð9a 2 xÞ cG ½a=xu; ð4Þ
cG :u () ð8s  cÞ s 1G u: ð5Þ
A condition s extends a condition c if s  c. The intuition behind the term ‘‘extends’’ is that s
more completely speciﬁes the oracle than c. Thus, clause (5) says roughly that :u is forced iﬀ we
can never force u by reﬁning our approximation of the oracle. Note that if cGu and d  c, then
dGu via a straightforward induction. Note also that cG :X ðnÞ iﬀ ð8A 2 cÞAðnÞ ¼ 0, by the
closure property in Deﬁnition 3.3. We will usually drop the subscript from  if the underlying
notion of genericity is clear from the context. In this section it will always be G.
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One more clariﬁcation: when we identify partial characteristic functions with conditions, we
have r % s as partial functions if and only if r & s as conditions. In either sense, we still say that s
extends r. Likewise, if A  x, then saying r ' A assumes that we identify A with its total char-
acteristic function and r with a partial function; if we view r as a condition and A an element of
2x, we would say A 2 r to mean the same thing.
For any set S of conditions, we say that A meets S if A 2 r (r ' A) for some r 2 S. For S  G,
we say that S is dense (in G) if for every r 2 G there is a s 2 S with r & s. For any Y  2x, we say Y
is dense in G if r \ Y 6¼ ; for all r 2 G.
The following lemmas and deﬁnitions are standard.
Lemma 3.5. For every sentence u of LPA½X , the set fa : au _ :ug is dense in G, i.e., for all c 2 G,
there exists a d 2 G such that d  c and either du or d:u.
Proof. Given c suppose there is no d  c such that du. Then by deﬁnition, c:u, so we take
d ¼ c. 
The peculiar deﬁnition of forcing negations was chosen by Cohen precisely to facilitate the
proof of Lemma 3.5. Our next goal is to extend the concept of forcing by elements of G (which
approximate oracles) to forcing by the oracles they approximate. However, we must ﬁrst intro-
duce generic ﬁlters, which one may alternatively call ‘‘consistent approximation schemes.’’ These
objects come from a standard way of deﬁning genericity in set theory (see [37] or [31] for example,
and the Remark above). Each generic ﬁlter will uniquely determine an oracle.
Deﬁnition 3.6. A generic filter over G is a subset G  G such that
1. ð8r; s 2 GÞ½s 2 G & s  r ! r 2 G,
2. ð8r1; r2 2 GÞð9s 2 GÞs  r1 \ r2 (i.e., s extends both r1 and r2), and
3. For each u 2 sentðLPA½X Þ, there is a c 2 G such that cu _ :u.
Condition (3) implies that G 6¼ ;. Moreover, since (i) 2x is compact (with respect to the Cantor
topology), (ii) all G-conditions are perfect sets and hence closed, and (iii) the intersection of any
ﬁnite number of G-conditions in G is nonempty by Condition (2), it follows that TG 6¼ ;. Fur-
thermore, for each n 2 x, there is a c 2 G such that cX ðnÞ _ :X ðnÞ, which implies that AðnÞ is
the same for all A 2 c. It follows that TG is a singleton.
Deﬁnition 3.7. A set G  x is G-generic if there is a generic ﬁlter G over G with TG ¼ fGg. In
such a case, we say that G builds G.
We can now deﬁne forcing for generic ﬁlters over G and for G-generic sets.
Deﬁnition 3.8. Let G be a generic ﬁlter over G, and let u 2 sentðLPA½X Þ be some sentence. We say
that Gu if there is a c 2 G such that cu.
We will see shortly (Lemma 3.14) that, given u as above, the question of whether or not Gu
depends only on the G-generic set built by G, and thus the following deﬁnition makes sense:
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Deﬁnition 3.9. Let G be a G-generic set, and let u 2 sentðLPA½X Þ. We say that Gu if some
(equivalently, every) generic ﬁlter over G that builds G also forces u.5
In the meantime, we consider an important special case that applies to most of our notions of
genericity.
Deﬁnition 3.10. We say that G is basic if for every r1; r2 2 G and every A 2 r1 \ r2, there exists a
s 2 G with A 2 s  r1 \ r2.
Most of the notions of genericity that we will work with are basic. In particular, all of the
notions we consider that are made up of conditions corresponding to partial characteristic
functions are basic. One chief advantage of basic notions is that they allow us to dispense with
talk of generic ﬁlters. For example,
Lemma 3.11. Suppose G is basic. Let G be G-generic and u 2 sentðLPA½X Þ. Then Gu if and only if
there exists a c 2 G such that G 2 c and cu.
Proof. Use Deﬁnition 3.9 and the fact that if G is basic, then fc 2 G j G 2 cg is a generic ﬁlter over
G (the biggest) that builds G. 
The reason for all of this machinery is, of course, to obtain G-generic sets. This would be a lot of
work for naught unless G-generics exist. Fortunately, they do, and in abundance.
Lemma 3.12 (Existence of generic sets). For every notion of genericity G, the set of G-generic sets is
dense in G, i.e., for every c 2 G, there is a G-generic set G 2 c (in fact, there are precisely 2@0
(continuum) many generic sets in c).
Proof.We ﬁrst prove density. Let fuigi2x be an enumeration of all sentences of LPA½X . Fix c 2 G,
and let c1 ¼ c. For all iP 0, given ci1, choose ci extending ci1 such that ciui _ :ui (cf.
Lemma 3.5). Let G ¼ fd 2 Gjð9iÞci  dg. It is easy to check that G is a generic ﬁlter over G which
builds some element of c.
To show abundance, we modify the construction above slightly as follows: Let c ¼ c ( is the
empty string). For all w 2 R and b 2 f0; 1g, given cw, choose cwb to extend the b-branch of cw such
that cwbujwj _ :ujwj. For any inﬁnite binary sequence A 2 2x, deﬁne GA ¼ fd j ð9w 2 RÞw
' A & cw  dg. The GA are all generic ﬁlters over G building distinct generic sets. 
Finally, we need to make the formal connection between forcing and truth, i.e., between our
approximations to truth (forced sentences), and the theory of the objects being approximated
(subsets of x, i.e., oracles). Given A  x, let x½A be the expansion of the standard model of Peano
Arithmetic to the language LPA½X  in which X is interpreted as A, that is, Xx½A ¼ A. For
5 Often, there will be only one unique ﬁlter building G.
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u 2 sentðLPA½X Þ, the expression x½A * u means that u is true (in the standard model) when X is
interpreted as A. We may write uA to stand for x½A * u. An easy connection between truth and
forcing is the following, which will be used in later sections.
Proposition 3.13. For all r 2 G and u 2 sentðLPA½X Þ, either R1 or P1, if ð8A 2 rÞ x½A * u, then
r::u, and if r::u, then ð9A 2 rÞ x½A * u. (By R1 we mean that u consists of zero or more
9 quantifiers before a quantifier-free formula. By P1 we mean the negation of a R1 sentence.)
Proof. Induction on the syntax of u. The 9 case uses the compactness of r in the Cantor to-
pology. 
The next connection is more signiﬁcant.
Lemma 3.14 (Forcing is truth). Let G be any generic filter over G and let G be the G-generic set
built by G. Then for all u 2 sentðLPA½X Þ, we have Gu if and only if x½G * u.
Lemma 3.14 justiﬁes Deﬁnition 3.9 by showing that Gu is independent of the generic ﬁlter
building G. Through the lens of Deﬁnition 3.9, it just shows that Gu if and only if x½G * u.
Proof of Lemma 3.14. We use a straightforward induction on the syntactical structure of u.
• The lemma is clear if u is atomic and does not mention X .
• If u ¼ X ðnÞ, then we have
GX ðnÞ () ð9c 2 GÞcX ðnÞ
() ð9c 2 GÞð8A 2 cÞAðnÞ ¼ 1
() GðnÞ ¼ 1
() x½G * X ðnÞ:
The ﬁrst two equivalences follow from the deﬁnition of forcing. The third follows from the fact
that, for any G0 building G, there is a c 2 G0 that forces X ðnÞ _ :X ðnÞ, and if c:X ðnÞ then GðnÞ
must be 0.
• The cases for disjunctions and existentials are obvious.
• For negations, we have
G:u () ð9c 2 GÞc:u
() ð8c0 2 GÞc01u
() G1u
() x½G2u
() x½G * :u:
To see the second equivalence, suppose some c0 2 G forces u; then c and c0 have a mutual ex-
tension inG that forces both u and :u—a contradiction. The fourth equivalence follows from the
inductive hypothesis. 
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The following lemma gives another connection between truth and forcing, this time with
forcing negations. Here we have a nice extensional characterization of forcing negations in the
case where G is basic.
Lemma 3.15. Suppose G is basic. Then, for every c 2 G and every u 2 sentðLPA½X Þ,
c:u () ð8G-generic G 2 cÞx½G2u:
That is, c:u iff u is false for all generic elements of c.
Proof. Suppose c:u. Then no extension of c forces u. Suppose x½G * u for some G-generic
G 2 c. Then by Lemmas 3.11 and 3.14, G 2 r for some r 2 G that forces u. Since G is basic, c and
r have a common extension, which also forces u—a contradiction.
Conversely, suppose c 1 :u. Fix a G-condition r  c such that ru. By Lemma 3.12, there is a
G-generic G 2 r. By Lemma 3.11, Gu and hence x½G * u by Lemma 3.14. 
Corollary 3.16. If G is basic and c 2 G, then c ::u iff x½G * u for all G-generic G 2 c.
(Statements similar to Lemma 3.15 and Corollary 3.16, involving generic ﬁlters, hold for ar-
bitrary G (not necessarily basic).)
Forcing the double negation is sometimes referred to as weak forcing, although some authors
prefer simply to call it forcing, and refer to our deﬁnition as ‘‘strong forcing.’’ Strong forcing
clearly implies weak forcing. Corollary 3.16 points to two conceptual advantages of weak forcing
over strong forcing: ﬁrst, it gives a clean ‘‘extensional’’ characterization of forcing, without re-
ferring to the syntactic structure of u; as a consequence, weak forcing respects equivalent for-
mulas, i.e., if u1 and u2 are equivalent in x½A for all A, and r is any condition, then r::u1 iﬀ
r::u2. Well mention weak forcing particularly in the proof of Lemma 6.8.
Lemmas 3.11, 3.14, and 3.15, when taken together, have strong intuitive and practical appeal.
They imply (at least for basic G) that a given generic set G satisﬁes a given arithmetical property P
if and only if all generic sets in some G-condition containing G also satisfy P . In a rough sense, G
satisﬁes P iﬀ P is ensured at some ‘‘ﬁnite’’ stage of Gs ‘‘construction;’’ if one had to work forever
to preserve P (say if P were some kind of coding requirement), then G would simply not satisfy P .
This fact alone is useful enough, and it captures the essence of forcing without explicitly men-
tioning forcing or generic ﬁlters at all.
Lemma 3.17. If G is basic, G is G-generic, and u 2 sentðLPA½X Þ, then
x½G * u iff ð9c 2 GÞ½G 2 c & ð8G-generic G0 2 cÞx½G0 * u:
Proof. By Lemmas 3.11, 3.14, and Corollary 3.16. 
We are aware of seven previous notions of forcing in arithmetic, all of which are special cases of
our Deﬁnition 3.3 above. Cohen [14,15] introduced the notion of forcing in set theory to establish
the independence of the continuum hypothesis from ZFC. His ideas were transferred to arithmetic
in the guise of ﬁnite function forcing by Feferman [16]. Finite function forcing (and the derived
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notion of Cohen genericity over x) has been extensively studied in computability theory (see [32]
for a slightly dated but very useful survey) and computer science (e.g. [43,11,2] and others).
Spector [52] implicitly used forcing with computable trees to construct a minimal Turing degree.
Sacks [49] considered forcing with arithmetical and pointed perfect sets.6 See [45] for a detailed
technical development of Fefermans and Sackss ideas in a context diﬀerent from that presented
in the present paper. Two notions of genericity—similar to each other—were used by Slaman and
Woodin [53,54] to get results on deﬁnability in the Turing and enumeration degrees. The notion of
SP-genericity, deﬁned in Section 5, was used by Fenner et al. [20] to establish the existence of an
oracle relative to which the Isomorphism Conjecture holds. SP-genericity is really just a variant of
what one might call ‘‘exact pair forcing’’ (a la [35], see Section 5.1), whose deﬁnition is calibrated
for complexity theory.
Finally, random sets, studied extensively by many people and ﬁrst used as oracles in complexity
theory by Bennett and Gill [9], also fall under our scheme as R-generic sets for a particular notion
of genericity R. The fact that randomness may be viewed as a particular form of genericity has
been known for some time [51]. The setR consists of those conditions, all of whose branches have
positive Lebesgue measure, i.e., q 2 R iﬀ q, its 0- and 1-branches, the 0- and 1-branches of its 0-
and 1-branches, etc. all have positive measure. More precisely,R is the largest notion of genericity
satisfying: (1) all R-conditions have positive Lebesgue measure, and (2) both the 0- and 1-
branches of any R-condition are R-conditions. It can be easily shown that all R-generic sets are
arithmetically random,7 and lðfR jR is R-genericgÞ ¼ 1. R is not basic.
3.2. Relativized genericity
All the preceding concepts, deﬁnitions, and results can be relativized in a straightforward way.
We will need relativized genericity in Section 4 when we discuss the rerelativization technique,
starting with Theorem 4.10.
Fix a set B  x. Forcing and truth relative to B is deﬁned just as in the unrelativized case,
except that we expand both the language LPA½X  and the standard model x of Peano Arithmetic
to include B as an extra unary predicate. Consequently we obtain the notion of ‘‘G-generic in B,’’
or ‘‘G-generic relative to B,’’ or ‘‘G-generic with respect to B,’’ et cetera. All the results of this
section relativize to B in this manner.
Finally, two unary predicates can be collapsed to one in arithmetic formulas by using the join
operator. That is, given any formula u of LPA½X ; Y mentioning the two unary predicates X and Y ,
we can eﬀectively ﬁnd a formula w of LPA½X  such that for all A;B  x,
x½A;B * u iff x½A B * w:
This comes up ﬁrst in the proof of Theorem 4.10, where we relativize to an oracle R, then re-
relativize to another oracle G. This is tantamount to relativizing once to the oracle R G.
6 A pointed perfect set is a subtree of 2x that can be computed given any of its branches. For example, all conditions
corresponding to partial characteristic functions with computable domains are pointed perfect sets.
7 A set is arithmetically random if it is contained in all (ﬁrst order) arithmetically deﬁnable subclasses of 2x with
Lebesgue measure 1.
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3.3. Further remarks
We conclude this section with some technical remarks of possible interest to specialists.
The notions of genericity studied in logic generally require that individual forcing conditions be
arithmetically deﬁnable (or arithmetically deﬁnable in any generic they contain, as in Sackss
pointed perfect forcing). Such a restriction is often useful, because it makes it possible to reason
formally about the forcing process in x (or x½G for pointed perfect forcing). Nevertheless, no
such hypothesis is needed for the crucial Lemmas 3.12 and 3.14.
It is also possible to formalize forcing over structures other than x. Indeed, the ﬁrst—and
historically most important—application of forcing was in the context of set theory. We would
very much prefer to formalize forcing over a suitable theory of R rather than x, simply because
then our generics would be oracles, rather than encodings of oracles. While it is clear in principle
that such a theory must exist (and in the sequel, we generally describe our forcing conditions as
though they were subsets of 2R

rather than 2x), there are signiﬁcant technical diﬃculties that
remain to be surmounted. It is clear that if we view R as the theory of two successors—much as
Peano Arithmetic is the theory of one successor—we can arrive at an appropriate theory. The
quickest approach is simply to add countably many new function symbols, one for each primitive
recursive function over R; along with axioms that give the corresponding deﬁnitions. The defect
of such an approach is that it requires a countable, rather than simply a finite language. For a
logician, the addition of countably many new symbols presents no essential diﬃculties. For us as
computer scientists, it is important that our languages ultimately have ﬁnitely based representa-
tions, for otherwise they have no conceivable connection to the practice of computing. Much of
the attractiveness of the Incompleteness Theorem for Peano Arithmetic (and the metamathe-
matical encoding upon which the Incompleteness Theorem is based) for us comes from the fact
that a ﬁnite language (f0;þ;; Sg) suﬃces. Obviously there is a theory of R with ﬁnite signature
that is suﬃciently powerful for our purposes—one needs only those symbols necessary to deﬁne
the Kleene T-predicate—but whether or not we can identify some simple set of functions and
relations, with interpretations over R as natural as the interpretations of þ and  are over x,
remains to be seen.
It may also be helpful to reﬂect on topological issues in forcing. These issues are clearest in the
case of Cohen (ﬁnite function) forcing, since the forcing conditions themselves are merely the
basic clopen sets of the Cantor topology on 2x. Such topological issues are helpful in any case,
however, inasmuch as our forcing conditions are necessarily compact. From such a perspective,
the generic existence theorem is readily reducible to the well-known theorem that in a Hausdorﬀ
space the intersection of any nested sequence of compact sets is nonempty. For Cohen forcing, the
Baire category theorem is an even more relevant idea from topology. The set of Cohen generics
can serve as the set of primitive elements (‘‘Ur-elements’’) of the arithmetical comeager sets: the
set of Cohen generics is comeager, it is a (proper) subset of every arithmetical comeager set, and in
fact is precisely the intersection of all arithmetical comeager sets.8
8 This last fact follows from Cohen conditions being encodable as ﬁnite objects and the arithmetic deﬁnability of the
set fr j rug for any ﬁxed u.
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The topological properties of Cohen forcing mentioned above can be generalized to basic
notions of genericity. For G to be basic simply means that G is a basis for a topology T on [G. The
essential properties of G are now reducible to the following two simple facts about T :
• h[G; T i is a Baire space, by essentially the same proof that G-generic sets exist, and
• For any u 2 sentðLPA½X Þ, the set Su¼df [ fr 2 G j rG u _ :ug is open and dense in [G,
whence the comeager set\
u2sentðLPA½X Þ
Su
consists of exactly the G-generic elements of [G.
In the case of Cohen forcing (following section), T is the Cantor topology.
Having laid out the connections with topology, we must caution that there is more going on
here than simple compactness. We have phrased forcing and genericity in terms of a unary re-
lation X over x. There is nothing about the idea of forcing, however, that restricts us to unary
relations. The adaptation of forcing to relations of higher arity, or even to functions presents no
interesting diﬃculties. The point is that even though 2x (or even 2x
n
) is compact, xx is not. The
existence theorem for generics still goes through, albeit by a simple tree pruning argument that
does not seem to have an equally simple topological expression.
We also note that the extension of forcing and genericity from an individual relation or
function symbol to a countable set of relations and/or functions symbols is also routine. Although
none of the particular examples has survived to this paper, an earlier proof of Theorem 7.1 relied
on the simultaneous forcing of a relation (oracle) and function (advice function).
4. Cohen genericity
We will ﬁrst consider ﬁnite function forcing, i.e., Cohen forcing, where the conditions are all the
partial characteristic functions on x with ﬁnite domain. The resulting notion of genericity is
clearly basic (see Deﬁnition 3.10), and any Cohen generic set G is built by exactly one generic
ﬁlter: fc j c ' Gg (see Deﬁnition 3.6). In this section, ‘‘generic’’ always means Cohen generic, and
‘‘forces’’ is forcing with ﬁnite functions. We assume the usual Cantor topology on 2x, of which the
ﬁnite functions form a basis. We identify in the obvious way (binary) strings (elements of R) with
ﬁnite characteristic functions whose domains are initial segments of x. The following lemma is
well known (see [32]):
Lemma 4.1. A set G is Cohen generic (in our sense) if and only if G meets every dense set of strings
that is (coded as) an arithmetically definable element of 2x.
Deﬁnition 4.2. Let u0ðX ; xÞ;u1ðX ; xÞ; . . . be a sequence of formulas in LPA½X , each with at most x
free. For all A  x and i 2 x, let
LiðAÞ ¼ fx j x½A * uiðX ; xÞg;
and let CA ¼ fLiðAÞ j i 2 xg. Let C be the operator that takes A to CA. We call C a relativizable
complexity class if
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1. for all i, the operator kX :LiðX Þ is continuous, i.e., for each x 2 x, and each A  x, LiðAÞðxÞ de-
pends on only ﬁnitely much of A, and
2. for all A;B  x, if A4 B is ﬁnite then CA ¼ CB ¼ CA; ¼ C;A.
Most relativizable machine-based complexity classes studied fall under this deﬁnition. For ex-
ample, to get NPA, we let uiðA; xÞ say ‘‘the ith polynomial-time nondeterministic oracle TM
(NOTM) with oracle A accepts x.’’ To get NPA \ co-NPA, we let uhi;jiðA; xÞ say ‘‘with oracle A, the
ith ptime NOTM accepts x, and for all y < x, the ith ptime NOTM accepts y iﬀ the jth ptime
NOTM rejects y.’’ In this latter case, either Lhi;jiðAÞ is the language accepted by the ith machine
(when the ith and jth machines accept complementary languages), or Lhi;jiðAÞ is ﬁnite. The classes
UP, BPP, etc. can be captured in a similar way. Function classes such as FP are also captured
under this deﬁnition: by identifying a function f with its graph fhx; yi j f ðxÞ ¼ yg, we may treat a
function class as a special type of language class.
The following technical lemma extends a result of Blum and Impagliazzo [11]. It says that a
generic oracle helps in computing a language only if the language is nonarithmetic. The proof is a
routine use of Lemma 3.17.
Lemma 4.3. Let C be a relativizable complexity class by the definition above, let G be a generic set,
and let L be an arbitrary arithmetically definable language. If L 2 CG, then L 2 C;.
Proof. Let L be arithmetic, deﬁned by some uL 2 LPA, and let L ¼ LiðGÞ for some i. In what
follows, c ranges over all ﬁnite functions. We have
L ¼ LiðGÞ
) ð9cÞð8generic G0  cÞL ¼ LiðG0Þ ðLemma 3:17 with u ¼ 8x½uLðxÞ $ uiðX ; xÞÞ
) ð9cÞð8A  cÞL ¼ LiðAÞ ðLemma 3:12 and Li is continuous; see belowÞ
) ð9cÞL ¼ Liðc1ð1ÞÞ ðbecause c ' c1ð1ÞÞ
) ð9cÞL 2 Cc1ð1Þ
) L 2 C;ðc1ð1Þ is finiteÞ:
The second implication above holds because the Cohen generics in S ¼ fA j A  cg form a dense
subset of S with respect to the Cantor topology. Since the function Li is continuous and constant
on a dense subset of S, it must be constant on all of S. (This fact is crucial, because we need to
know LiðAÞ for nongeneric A.) 
It is straightforward to relativize Lemma 4.3 to any oracle B.
Lemma 4.4. Let C be a relativizable complexity class, let B  x be arbitrary, and let G be generic in
B. Suppose L is a language arithmetic in B. If L 2 CBG, then L 2 CB.
From Lemma 4.3, we can easily derive a number of simple, useful results.
Lemma 4.5. Let C1 and C2 be relativizable complexity classes. Suppose that for any set A  x we
have C;1  CA1 . Then for any generic G, C;1  C;2  CG1  CG2 .
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Proof. Suppose L 2 C;1  C;2. Then L is arithmetic and L 2 CG1 . But if L 2 CG2 then by Lemma 4.3,
L 2 C;2, contradicting the assumption. Thus L 2 CG1  CG2 . 
Corollary 4.6. If C;1 6¼ C;2, then for any generic G, CG1 6¼ CG2 .
Corollary 4.7. If PG ¼ ðNP \ coNPÞG for generic G, then P ¼ NP \ coNP (relative to ;). Simi-
larly, if PG ¼ UPG for generic G, then P ¼ UP.
Let C be a class and let A and B be disjoint sets. A C-separator for A and B is a set S 2 C such
that A  S  B. We say that A and B are C-inseparable if they have no C-separator.
Proposition 4.8. IfG is generic andNPG has noPG-inseparable sets, thenNP has noP-inseparable sets.
Proof. Assume the hypothesis, and let L1 and L2 be disjoint NP languages. Then L1;L2 2 NPG, and
we have a language L 2 PG such that L1  L  L2. LetM be a deterministic polynomial time OTM
such that L ¼ LðMGÞ. Since G is generic and L1 and L2 are arithmetic, there is a ﬁnite function
c ' G such that
cL1  LðMGÞ  L2:
This implies that for no extension d  c and for no x do we have
ðx 2 L1 & MdðxÞ #¼ 0Þ or ðx 2 L2 & Md ðxÞ #¼ 1Þ:
Thus, for any A  c, we have L1  LðMAÞ  L2. Taking A to be the ﬁnite set c1ð1Þ makes LðMAÞ a
P-separator for L1 and L2. 
Corollary 4.6 leads to a most intriguing technique: rerelativizing by a generic oracle. The rest
of this section illustrates the technique. For background on the notions of ‘‘honest,’’ ‘‘paddable,’’
‘‘1-li degrees,’’ etc., see for example Kurtz et al. [34] or [33].
Deﬁnition 4.9 [34]. A one-to-one and honest function f 2 FP is annihilating if every P subset of
rangeðf Þ is sparse; f is scrambling if rangeðf Þ does not contain a paddable set.
If scrambling functions exist, then the complete 1-li degree of NP does not collapse to a poly-
nomial-time isomorphism type, and hence the Isomorphism Conjecture fails [34]. Annihilating
functions exist relative to a randomoracle [34], and it is easy to see that every annihilating function is
a scrambling function,which in turn is a one-way function.We can show, however, that the existence
of one-way functions does not necessarily entail the existence of annihilating functions.
Theorem 4.10. There is an oracle relative to which one-way functions exist, but annihilating func-
tions do not.
To prove Theorem 4.10, we use the following lemma, whose proof is a modiﬁcation of an
earlier proof showing that the Isomorphism Conjecture fails relative to a generic oracle [38].
Lemma 4.11. If G is generic, then there are no annihilating functions relative to G.
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Proof. Fix a deterministic ptime oracle transducer T , and for any oracle A, let f A 2 FPA be the
function computed by T A. Suppose f G is one-to-one and honest. We show that f G cannot be
annihilating relative to G. The idea is that G will code inﬁnitely often the pre-images under f G of
many elements in its range at a given length. This coding allows us to recognize a nonsparse subset
of rangeðf GÞ.
It is clear that rangeðf AÞ cannot be sparse for any oracle A, i.e., for every polynomial qðnÞ, there
are inﬁnitely many n such that jrangeðf AÞ \ Rnj > qðnÞ. Let pðnÞ be a nondecreasing polynomial
bounding both the running time and honesty condition of f G. Consider the following decision
procedure PG, which runs in polynomial time relative to G:
On input y: for all i6 pðjyjÞ, let
xi ¼df Gðy10pðiÞþ1ÞGðy10pðiÞþ2Þ   Gðy10pðiÞþiÞ:
If f GðxiÞ ¼ y for some xi then accept, else reject.
Note that jxij ¼ i for all i. Clearly, LðPGÞ  rangeðf GÞ. It remains to show that LðPGÞ is not
sparse. Let qðnÞ be a polynomial, and let Sq be the set of strings r with the following property:
there exists a length n such that, for at least qðnÞ þ 1 many y of length n, y 2 rangeðf rÞ with pre-
image x ¼ rðy10pðjxjÞþ1Þrðy10pðjxjÞþ2Þ    rðy10pðjxjÞþjxjÞ. In other words, r codes the pre-image x of
each y in just the right spot for P to ﬁnd, above the use of the computation of f rðxÞ.
The set Sq is clearly arithmetically deﬁnable for all polynomials q. It is also not hard to see that
Sq is dense when viewed as a set of Cohen conditions: we can extend any ﬁnite function r to a
string s 2 Sq because there are inﬁnitely many lengths n with more than qðnÞ elements of length n
in the range of f A for any oracle A extending r. We simply take that portion of A bounding the use
of these computations of range elements, then extend further by coding all the pre-images, which
does not disturb the computations. Since Sq is deﬁnable and dense, G must meet Sq by Lemma 4.1.
Thus, for every q there is a length n such that jLðPGÞ \ Rnj > qðnÞ, and so rangeðf GÞ contains a
nonsparse subset in PG. 
Proof of Theorem 4.10. Let R be random, and let G be (Cohen) generic with respect to R (see
Section 3.2). We show that R G satisﬁes the theorem. Let f be an annihilating function relative
to R [34].9 As FPR  FPRG, f is in FPRG. On the other hand, f 1 is arithmetic in R, but is not in
FPR since f is one-way relative to R, therefore f 1 cannot be in FPRG by Lemma 4.4 with B ¼ R,
and so f is a one-way function relative to R G.
Now Lemma 4.11 clearly relativizes. Relativizing it to R, we obtain that there can be no an-
nihilating functions in FPRG, as desired. 
Remark. Part of Theorem 4.10 can also be proved with language classes: the existence of one-way
functions relative to R is equivalent to PR 6¼ UPR, by relativizing results in [27]. Relativizing
Corollary 4.6 to R gives us PRG 6¼ UPRG, hence there exist one-way functions relative to R G
[27].
9 The fact that annihilating functions do exist relative to R is, strangely enough, not relevant to the proof.
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Much of structural complexity, including this work, grew out of the Berman–Hartmanis Iso-
morphism Conjecture. The rerelativization technique can be used to give several novel failures of
this conjecture.
The following theorem was proven by Hartmanis and Hemachandra [28] to refute a conjecture
by Kurtz et al. that the Isomorphism Conjecture might be equivalent to the nonexistence of one-
way functions. Their original proof combined two diﬃcult constructions: Kurtzs original proof of
an oracle relative to which the Isomorphism Conjecture fails, with Rackoﬀs construction of an
oracle relative to which P ¼ UP.
Theorem 4.12 [28]. There is an oracle relative to which the Isomorphism Conjecture fails, but rel-
ative to which there are no one-way functions. Relative to this oracle, the complete 1-li degree of NP
is an isomorphism type.
Proof. Consider A ¼ B G for PSPACE-complete B and generic G. The Isomorphism Conjecture
fails relative to A, because G is generic with respect to B (Kurtzs result [38] relative to B). On the
other hand, Blum and Impagliazzo [11] showed that if P ¼ NP, then PG ¼ UPG. Since PB ¼ NPB,
rerelativizing by G yields PA ¼ UPA. By Grollmann and Selman [27], we see that there can be no
one-way functions relative to A. Our ﬁnal comment in the theorem is justiﬁed by Berman and
Hartmaniss theorem [10] that if two sets are equivalent by one-one, length-increasing, invertible
functions, then they must be isomorphic. 
This oracle A collapses several other classes to P simultaneously. See Section 6.5.
A more recent result of Rogers now gives us oracles for all four possible combinations of truth
values for the two statements: (1) the Isomorphism Conjecture holds; (2) one-way functions exist
[28,34,20,48].
Finally we know of two degree-theoretic ways for the Isomorphism Conjecture to fail: the
complete m-degree can fail to be a 1-degree, as relative to a generic oracle [38]; or the complete 1-li
degree can fail to be an isomorphism type, as relative to a random oracle [34]. It is interesting to
note that we can combine these failures.
Theorem 4.13. There is an oracle relative to which both the complete m-degree of NP fails to be a 1-
degree, and the complete 1-li degree fails to be an isomorphism type.
Sketch. Consider R G as in Theorem 4.10. Since G was chosen to be generic with respect to R, we
know that the complete m-degree of NP is not a 1-degree.
Now, it would be tempting to get annihilating functions by arguing that R must be random
relative to G, but this cannot be the case. As weve already seen, there are no annihilating
functions relative to R G, so such an argument must fail. On the other hand, if f is an-
nihilating with respect to R, it is easily seen that f must be scrambling with respect to R G
(essentially because G is inﬁnitely often empty for arbitrarily computably long stretches, and
so f ‘‘looks like’’ an annihilating function for enough lengths to make it a scrambling
function), and therefore the complete 1-li degree of NP cannot be an isomorphism type rel-
ative to R G.
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It is interesting to contrast all these results with the fact that the Isomorphism Conjecture holds
relative to SP-generics [20].
5. Symmetric perfect generic sets
The study of symmetric perfect genericity was initiated by Fenner et al. [20], who showed that
the Isomorphism Conjecture holds relative to symmetric perfect generic sets. In that paper, a
symmetric perfect forcing condition (sp-condition) was associated with some increasing polyno-
mial p and was deﬁned to be a partial characteristic function on R whose domain consisted of all
strings whose lengths were not in the set fa0 < a1 < a2 <   g, where a0 ¼ 2 and aiþ1 ¼ pðaiÞ for
iP 0. The deﬁnition below is diﬀerent and simpler than the one given there, and is a slight variant
of a deﬁnition suggested by B€ottcher [12]. It is easy to show, however, that the new deﬁnition
suﬃces for all our results regarding SP-generics, both here and in the previous paper [20].
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let c be a positive integer. Deﬁne Ac ¼ f22cn jnP 1g. A c-condition is a partial





In other words sðxÞ is undeﬁned for all x such that jxj ¼ 22cn for some n 2 x with nP 1, and sðxÞ is
deﬁned otherwise. A condition s is a symmetric perfect forcing condition (SP-condition) if s is a c-
condition for some cP 1. We let SP denote the class of all SP-conditions.
Remark. By our present deﬁnition, SP is basic (which was not true with the old deﬁnition) and
covers 2x. Speciﬁcally, if r1 and r2 are compatible c1- and c2-conditions respectively, then their
least common extension (their intersection as perfect sets) is an lcmðc1; c2Þ-condition. The re-
sulting topology (cf. Section 3.3) is homeomorphic to the product of x many copies of h2x;Di,
where D ¼ Pð2xÞ is the discrete topology on 2x. 
In keeping with our current deﬁnition and naming conventions, we will call the resulting generic
sets SP-generic rather than sp-generic as in the older deﬁnition [20].
Unlike Cohen forcing conditions, SP-conditions cannot be coded by ﬁnite objects. Further,
SP-generics are in fact very diﬀerent from ordinary (Cohen) generics. For example, Lemma 4.3
shows that relativizing to Cohen generic oracles adds only nonarithmetic languages to the stan-
dard complexity classes. Relative to SP-generics, the situation is almost the complete opposite:
Lemma 5.2 [20]. For any language L and any SP-condition r, there is an SP-condition s extending
r such that L 2 PG for all G 2 s.
Of course, Lemma 5.2 does not imply that there is an SP-generic set G such that for every set L,
L is reducible to G. For example, the halting problem relative to a SP-generic set G cannot be
reduced to G. Lemma 5.2 only implies that those L such that the predicate ‘‘L 2 PX ’’ is expressible
in LPA½X  are encoded into SP-generics. We have:
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Corollary 5.3. If L is arithmetical and G is SP-generic, then L 2 PG.
We now summarize some of the complexity theoretic facts known to hold relative to SP-generic
sets.
Proposition 5.4. If G is any SP-generic oracle, the following are true relative to G:
1. Any two NP-complete sets (under Karp reductions, i.e., ptime m-reductions) are ptime isomorphic
(the Berman–Hartmanis Isomorphism Conjecture) [20].
2. PH (the polynomial-time hierarchy) is infinite.
3. P ¼ UP ¼ FewP ¼ NP \ co-NP [20].
We note here that subsequent to the original Isomorphism oracle result [20], Beigel, Buhrman,
and Fortnow constructed an oracle making the Isomorphism Conjecture hold using an entirely
diﬀerent construction employing coding via polynomials [5]. Relative to their oracle, NP ¼ EXP
and P ¼ UP ¼ P (see Deﬁnition 2.3 for a deﬁnition of P). It is known that the ﬁrst two
identities together relativizably imply the Isomorphism Conjecture [29].
We will show collapses to P of a variety of other complexity classes in Section 6. In Section 7.3
we show that these collapses are optimal in some sense: we cannot stratify these collapses in time
classes smaller than P. The techniques we use there will quickly give us another oracle where none
of these classes collapse even to P (Section 7.3.1).
5.1. Exact pair forcing
This section will be of interest primarily to computability theorists. It describes the type of
computability theoretic forcing that SP-generic sets are capable of.
A pair a; b of Turing degrees is an exact pair if a \ b does not exist, that is, there is an inﬁnite,
strictly increasing sequence of degrees c0 < c1 <    below both a and b such that, for any d with
d6 a and d6 b, there is an n such that d6 cn.
Exact pairs were ﬁrst constructed [35,39,52] to show that the Turing degrees do not form a
lattice (see [46, V.4] for example). Their construction can be easily cast as a forcing argument with
SP as the notion of genericity.
Deﬁnition 5.5. For any set A  R and i 2 f0; 1g, deﬁne A½i  R by A½iðxÞ ¼ AðxiÞ. We extend the
notation to partial characteristic functions in the obvious way.
We say that a class Y  2x is an arithmetically closed ideal if (i) Y is closed under ﬁnite joins,
and (ii) for all A 2 Y and B arithmetical in A we have B 2 Y .
Let 6 r be some type of reducibility, and let A  x. We use 6 rðAÞ to denote the lower 6 r-cone
of A, that is, 6 rðAÞ ¼ fBjB6 rAg.
We have the following connection between SP-generic sets and arithmetically closed ideals. It
shows that the two ‘‘halves’’ of SP-generic sets form exact pairs in a very strong sense: the inter-
sections of the lower 6 T-cones of the two halves of SP-generic sets are arithmetically closed ideals.
Theorem 5.6. If G is SP-generic, then 6 TðG½0Þ \ 6 TðG½1Þ is an arithmetically closed ideal.
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Proof. Let G be SP-generic and let I ¼ 6 TðG½0Þ \ 6 TðG½1Þ. Clearly, I is closed under ﬁnite joins.





It suﬃces to show that A0 2 I, where A0 ¼ fe j fegAðeÞ #g is the Turing jump of A. Let u be a
sentence in LPA½X  expressing that fe0gX
½0 ¼ fe1gX
½1
and that both are total characteristic func-
tions. Then x½G * u, and so by Lemma 3.14, G extends some SP-condition r with rSP u. By




cannot vary depending on queries made outside of domðr½0Þ or domðr½1Þ, respectively, since




) is computable in r. (This is the well-known trick to building an exact pair.)
Let e 2 x be such that A ¼ fegr and feg makes all its oracle queries in domðrÞ. Let
n 2 sentðLPA½X Þ say ‘‘fegX is total and its jump is computable both in X ½0 and in X ½1.’’ We claim
that x½G * n and hence A0 2 I. Suppose x½G * :n. Then by Lemma 3.17 there is an SP-con-
dition s extended by G such that all SP-generic sets extending s satisfy :n. Let q be a common
extension of r and s. We can clearly extend q to another condition p for which p½0 and p½1 each
code A0. But then for any SP-generic H extending p we have A ¼ fegH as well as A06 TH ½0 and
A06 TH ½1. Thus x½H  * n, contradicting our choice of s. 
A partial converse to Theorem 5.6 holds. If Y ¼ fA0;A1; . . .g is any countable, arithmetically
closed ideal, then we can build a set G such that Y ¼ 6 TðG½0Þ \ 6 TðG½1Þ and G extends SP-
conditions that force u _ :u for all R1 sentences u. This follows from the fact, provable by in-
duction on the syntax of u, that if r is an SP-condition and u is R1, then either r SP : u or there
is an extension s of r such that s SP u and s is arithmetic in r. Using this fact, we build G by
extending SP-conditions in stages: at stage 2i we extend a condition c just enough to code Ai on
each side c½0 and c½1; at stage 2iþ 1 we extend c arithmetically to force the ith R1 sentence or its
negation. It is not clear whether G can be made to be SP-generic, however, as this construction
may not work for sentences that are not R1.
6. Collapsing classes
We have seen that generic oracles do not only separate classes, but in some cases they in fact
collapse them. In this section we will extend the results of Blum and Impagliazzo [11], Impagliazzo
and Naor [30], and Fenner et al. [20] to show general collapses for classes into P. We will show
that the following complexity classes equal P relative to SP-generic oracles: UP, FewP, SPP,
BPP, BQP,10 WPP and NP \ co-NP. Under certain complexity assumptions we have these col-
lapses for Cohen generics as well.
In this section, we ﬁrst deﬁne a new class AWPP that contains several well-known classes,
including all those mentioned in the previous paragraph with the possible exception of
10 The class BQP consists of languages accepted by polynomial-time quantum TMs, or equivalently, uniform
families of polynomial-size quantum circuits [13,56].
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NP \ co-NP. Next, we develop a general framework for proving collapses for generic oracles,
involving the notion of certiﬁcate complexity. We then apply this framework to show col-
lapsing results for AWPP and NP \ co-NP, which together imply all the other collapses
mentioned above.
For a summary of the known inclusions between classes, and for deﬁnitions of GapP and
counting classes, see Section 2.
6.1. AWPP
In this section, we introduce the class AWPP, and show that both BPP andWPP are subclasses
of AWPP. The BPP  AWPP inclusion is a simple observation and is not optimal; Fortnow and
Rogers [24] have shown that BQP  AWPP, and it is well known [13] that BPP  BQP.
Deﬁnition 6.1. The class AWPP consists of all languages L such that, for all polynomials r, there
exist g 2 GapP and a polynomial q such that
x 2 L) ð1 2rðnÞÞ2qðnÞ6 gðxÞ6 2qðnÞ;
x 62 L) 06 gðxÞ6 2rðnÞ2qðnÞ;
where n ¼ jxj.
Li [40] essentially showed that AWPP is low for the class PP, that is, PPL ¼ PP for every
L 2 AWPP (for a published proof, see [17]). Fenner [18] also showed that one can ‘‘amplify’’ the
ratio gðxÞ=2qðnÞ towards zero or one, so that 2rðnÞ may be replaced with a constant, say 1=3,
wherever it occurs in the deﬁnition above, without changing the class.
Since #P is a subclass of GapP, it is not diﬃcult to see that AWPP contains BPP. However, it is
not clear from the deﬁnition whetherWPP is contained in this class. To show that it indeed is, we
introduce a new class that we shall prove is equal to AWPP.
Deﬁnition 6.2. The class AWPP0 consists of all languages L such that for all polynomials r, there
exist f 2 FP and g 2 GapP such that for all x, f ðxÞ > 0 and
x 2 L) ð1 2rðnÞÞf ðxÞ6 gðxÞ6 f ðxÞ;
x 62 L) 06 gðxÞ6 2rðnÞf ðxÞ;
where n ¼ jxj.
It is clear that WPP is a subclass of AWPP0.
Lemma 6.3. AWPP ¼ AWPP0.
Proof. Since for every polynomial q, 2qðnÞ 2 FP, we have AWPP  AWPP0.
Conversely, let L 2 AWPP0 as in Deﬁnition 6.2. Given a polynomial r0, we need to ﬁnd a
g0 2 GapP and a polynomial q such that
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x 2 L) ð1 2r0ðnÞÞ2qðnÞ6 g0ðxÞ6 2qðnÞ;
x 62 L) 06 g0ðxÞ6 2r0ðnÞ2qðnÞ:
For any g 2 GapP, f 2 FP, and polynomial r, let g0ðxÞ ¼ 2qðnÞ=f ðxÞ gðxÞ where q is a polynomial
that will be speciﬁed later. Clearly g0 2 GapP. Suppose 06 gðxÞ; f ðxÞ6 2pðnÞ for some polynomial
p. If x 2 L,









ð2qðnÞ  f ðxÞÞð1 2rðnÞÞ6 g0ðxÞ6 2qðnÞ;
ð2qðnÞ  2pðnÞÞð1 2rðnÞÞ6 g0ðxÞ6 2qðnÞ:
Now setting r ¼ r0 þ 1 and q ¼ p þ r0 þ 1, we have ð1 2r0 Þ2q6 ð2q  2pÞð1 2rÞ. That is, if
x 2 L,
ð1 2r0ðnÞÞ2qðnÞ6 g0ðxÞ6 2qðnÞ:
On the other hand, if x 62 L,





2rðnÞf ðxÞ6 2qðnÞrðnÞ6 2r0ðnÞ2qðnÞ:
This proves that L 2 AWPP. 
Corollary 6.4. BPP;WPP  AWPP.
6.2. General framework
In this section we give a deﬁnition of complexity classes—diﬀerent from Deﬁnition 4.2—that
emphasizes the accept/reject criterion of the machine.
Deﬁnition 6.5. Let LðM ;AÞ be some deﬁnable (in LPA½A) partial function, mapping time-bounded
oracle machines M and languages A 2 2R to languages, such that, for any M the function
kA:LðM ;AÞ is a continuous11 partial mapping from 2R to 2R with closed domain. We say that
Lð; Þ is a language acceptance criterion, and we interpret LðM ;AÞ as ‘‘the language accepted by M
with oracle A,’’ according to this criterion. We will abuse notation and write LðMAÞ for LðM ;AÞ. If
LðMAÞ is deﬁned we say that MA is proper. Let M1;M2; . . . be some computable enumeration of
time-bounded oracle machines. We say a complexity class C is defined by this enumeration and
acceptance criterion if, for any oracle A,
CA ¼ fLðMAi Þ j MAi is properg:
11 We assume the usual Cantor topology on 2R

.
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It is straightforward to check that C, as deﬁned above, is a relativizable complexity class ac-
cording to Deﬁnition 4.2.
Here and in the following section, we will ﬁx a language acceptance criterion Lð; Þ and say that
MAðxÞ accepts if LðMAÞðxÞ ¼ 1 and MAðxÞ rejects if LðMAÞðxÞ ¼ 0.
Note that if MA is not proper, then there is a ﬁnite partial function a ' A such that LðMBÞ is
undeﬁned for all B  a. This is just a restatement of the condition that the domain of LðM ; Þ be
closed.
For example, BPPA is deﬁned by an enumeration of probabilistic polynomial-time Turing
machines where MAi is proper iﬀ for all x 2 R, either MAi ðxÞ accepts with probability at least two-
thirds or accepts with probability at most one-third. It is important to note that this acceptance
criterion and those with other probability thresholds appearing later are all expressible in LPA½X .
If MAi is not proper and x is an input string that exhibits that fact, then M
B
i is not proper for any
oracle B that agrees with A on all strings of length at most pðjxjÞ, where p is the polynomial
running time bound on Mi.
6.3. Certiﬁcate complexity
In this section, well have occasion to regard ﬁnite partial characteristic functions from R to
f0; 1g as inputs to time-bounded computations. Therefore, for any such function q, we will deﬁne





which reasonably approximates the amount of space needed to represent q as a list of ordered
pairs.
In this section, ‘‘M ’’ will always refer to a Turing machine.
Deﬁnition 6.6. Let r be a partial characteristic function from R to f0; 1g, not necessarily ﬁnite.
We say machine M is categorical over r if MA is proper for all A extending r. M is categorical if M
is proper for all A.
Fix a partial function r, an x 2 R, an oracle A extending r, and a machine M categorical over
r. Let certificateAðxÞ be the lexicographically least partial function b % A of smallest size such that
LðMAÞðxÞ ¼ LðMBÞðxÞ for all B extending r [ b. By continuity, domðcertificateAðxÞÞ must be ﬁnite.
Deﬁnition 6.7. Assume machineM is categorical over a partial oracle r. The certificate complexity




A class C deﬁned by machines fMigi2x and acceptance criterion Lð; Þ has polynomial certificate
complexity if, for any machineMi there is a polynomial p such that, for all partial functions r, ifMi
is categorical over r then for all x 2 R the certiﬁcate complexity of MiðxÞ over r is bounded by
pðjxjÞ.
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Informally, certiﬁcate complexity measures how much of any oracle A  r we must commit
(beyond r itself) to ﬁx the value of M on input x to be that of LðMAÞðxÞ. If M is categorical over r,
then the certiﬁcate complexity of MðxÞ always exists and is ﬁnite for any ﬁxed x. This can be seen
from purely topological considerations. Clearly, the set S ¼ fA 2 2R j r % Ag is closed and hence
compact. Since every certiﬁcate is ﬁnite, we have that for every A 2 S, the set
OA ¼ fB 2 2R j certificateAðxÞ ' Bg is open and contains A. Thus fOAgA2S is an open covering of S
from which we may take a ﬁnite subcovering.
The following lemma connects certiﬁcate complexity with generic collapses.
Lemma 6.8. If C has polynomial certificate complexity, then CG ¼ PG for any SP-generic G.
The proof of this lemma uses techniques from [11,20,28,30,38]. Any forcing in the proof is as-
sumed to be SP-forcing.
Proof. Let Ri 2 sentðLPA½X Þ be the requirement: ‘‘Either MXi is not proper or LðMXi Þ 2 PX .’’
Clearly, if an oracle A satisﬁes Ri for all i, then P
A ¼ CA.
Fix i. We will show that the set of SP-conditions that force ::Ri is dense (see the discussion of
weak forcing following Corollary 3.16). This immediately implies that c::::Ri for any SP-
condition c, and so by Corollary 3.16 any SP-generic G will satisfy Ri. We will show this set of SP-
conditions is dense by showing how to extend any SP-condition r to another condition s that
forces ::Ri.
Let M ¼ Mi. Suppose r does not force ::(‘‘MX is proper’’). Then by Corollary 3.16, MA is not
proper for some A extending r, and thus there is some a ' A of ﬁnite domain such that for all B
extending a, MB is not proper. Let s be some SP-condition extending r [ a. (s is a c-condition for
some c such that 22
c
is greater than the length of any string in domðaÞ.) Clearly, s:(‘‘MX is
proper’’) by Lemma 3.15, and so sRi.
For the rest of the proof we will assume r::(‘‘MX is proper’’). This implies that M is cat-
egorical over r: otherwise, there is a ﬁnite a compatible with r such that MB is not proper for any
B  r [ a, and hence MB is not proper for at least one SP-generic B  r, which is a contradiction
by Corollary 3.16.
Let qðnÞ be a polynomial bound on the certiﬁcate complexity ofMðxÞ over r0 for any r0  r and
jxj ¼ n. Let a be any ﬁnite characteristic function compatible with r. There are three possibilities
for the behavior of M :
1. MBðxÞ accepts for every B  r [ a,
2. MBðxÞ rejects for every B  r [ a,
3. Neither (1) nor (2), in which case there are b0 and b1, each with size at most qðnÞ and compat-
ible with r [ a, such that MBðxÞ rejects for all B  r [ a [ b0 and MBðxÞ accepts for all
B  r [ a [ b1.
Deﬁne
f rðx; aÞ ¼
1 if case 1 holds;
0 if case 2 holds;
hb0; b1i if case 3 holds;
8<
: ð6Þ
where b0 and b1 are lexicographically least of smallest size satisfying the description in case 3.
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Let Codeðf rÞ ¼ fhx; a; ii j the ith bit of f rðx; aÞ is oneg. By Lemma 5.2 there is an SP-condi-
tion s extending r such that Codeðf rÞ 2 PG (and thus f r 2 FPG) for all SP-generic G extending s.
Now ﬁx any SP-generic G that extends s. We will show that LðMGÞ 2 PG using the algorithm in
Fig. 1, which we hereafter refer to as the Standard Algorithm.
Note that since a is always extended by G, if the Standard Algorithm halts then it will accept if
and only if x 2 LðMGÞ. Lemma 6.8 will follow from the following lemma:
Lemma 6.9. The Standard Algorithm runs in polynomial time relative to f r and thus relative to G.
Proof. Let n ¼ jxj. SupposeMGðxÞ accepts. Since MðxÞ has certiﬁcate complexity at most qðnÞ over
r, there must be a q ' G with size at most qðnÞ such that MBðxÞ accepts for any B extending r [ q.
Consider a single nonhalting step of the algorithm with its corresponding a, b0 and b1, just after
the latter two are deﬁned. Now b0 and q must be incompatible, for otherwise there would be a
single oracle C extending r [ a [ b0 [ q such that MCðxÞ both accepts and rejects, a manifest
contradiction. Thus domðb0Þ \ domðqÞ 6¼ ;, and it is clear by the minimum size of b0 that
domðb0Þ \ domðaÞ ¼ ;. This means that jdomðqÞ  domðaÞj must decrease at every step. Since
jdomðqÞj6 sizeðqÞ6 qðnÞ, there can be at most qðnÞ iterations of the while loop before a  q and
hence f rðx; aÞ ¼ 1. Further, sizeðaÞ increases by at most sizeðb0Þ þ sizeðb1Þ6 2qðnÞ at each step, so
a always has polynomial size.
A similar argument works if MGðxÞ rejects, with the roles of b0 and b1 transposed. 
In terms of forcing, the Standard Algorithm shows that s::ðLðMXi Þ 2 PX Þ. Since weak
forcing respects equivalent formulas, we have s::Ri. This ends the proof of Lemma 6.8. 
6.4. Collapses for SP-generics
We can use Lemma 6.8 to show that many complexity classes collapse to P relative to SP-
generics. We will start with an easy one:
Fig. 1. The Standard Algorithm.
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Theorem 6.10. For SP-generic G, NPG \ co-NPG ¼ PG.
Proof. NP \ co-NP is deﬁned by the enumeration M1;M2; . . ., where Mi with i ¼ hi1; i2i is the pair
of nondeterministic oracle Turing machines Ni1 and Ni2 such that both these machines run in time
ni. The corresponding language acceptance criterion for MAi is LðNAi1 Þ if LðNAi1 Þ ¼ LðNAi2Þ and un-
deﬁned otherwise (Lð; Þ is the standard NP language acceptance criterion). Fix i and let M ¼ Mi.
IfMAðxÞ accepts, then certificateAðxÞmust be no larger than A restricted to the oracle queries along
a single accepting computation path of NAi1ðxÞ. IfMAðxÞ rejects, then rAðxÞmust be no larger than A
restricted to the oracle queries along a single accepting computation path of NAi2 ðxÞ. Thus
NP \ co-NP has polynomial certiﬁcate complexity, and Theorem 6.10 follows immediately from
Lemma 6.8. 
For the remaining collapses we will use the class AWPP described in Section 6.1 and a powerful
theorem from [44].
For a Boolean function f ðx1; . . . ; xNÞ and an input y 2 f0; 1gN let Sy  f1; . . . ;Ng be the lexi-
cographically least set of minimum size such that f ðzÞ ¼ f ðyÞ for all z agreeing with y on the




Theorem 6.11 (Nisan–Szegedy). There is a fixed polynomial c such that, if
1. f ðx1; . . . ; xNÞ is a Boolean function,
2. pðx1; . . . ; xNÞ is a polynomial with real coefficients of degree d, and
3. for all hx1; . . . ; xNi 2 f0; 1gN ,
f ðx1; . . . ; xNÞj  pðx1; . . . ; xNÞj6 1
3
;
then f has certificate complexity bounded by c(d).
LetM be a nondeterministic oracle Turing machine running in time nk for all inputs of length n.
Clearly the length of each oracle query is also bounded by nk. Let y ¼ hy; . . . ; y1nk i be a (0,1)-
vector indexed by all binary strings of lengths up through nk. Such a y certainly deﬁnes a partial
oracle in an obvious way. Thus for all x of length n we deﬁne gyðxÞ ¼ gapMy ðxÞ, the ﬁnite GapPy
function deﬁned by M on inputs of length n with ‘‘oracle’’ y (see Deﬁnition 2.2). On the other
hand, we may ﬁx x and deﬁne a function gx : f0; 1g2
nkþ11 ! Z so that gxðyÞ ¼ gyðxÞ.
Lemma 6.12. For every GapPy function g defined by machine M running in time nk and string x of
length n, there is a polynomial h with integer coefficients of degree bounded by nk such that
gxðyÞ ¼ hðyÞ for all y ¼ hy; . . . ; y1nk i 2 f0; 1g2
nkþ11
.
Proof. Modify M so that it guesses the query answers before its computation and then veriﬁes its
answers at the end. For any 16 i6 nk and any path p of M , let ti;p be a polynomial over the
variables yw for w 2 f; . . . ; 1nkg deﬁned as
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ti;p ¼
yw if w is the ith query along p and is guessed to be in the oracle;
1 yw if w is the ith query along p and is guessed to not be in the oracle;
1 if M uses fewer than i queries on path p:
8<
:
We then deﬁne the polynomial tp over the variables yw as follows:
tp ¼
Q
16 i6 nk ti;p if MðxÞ accepts along path p;
Q16 i6 nk ti;p if MðxÞ rejects along path p:

It is easy to verify that h ¼Pp tp fulﬁlls the requirements of Lemma 6.12. 
Theorem 6.13. AWPP has polynomial certificate complexity.
Proof. Let M be a nondeterministic oracle Turing machine that runs in time nk and let g be the
GapPy function deﬁned by that machine. For any oracle A, let LðMAÞ be deﬁned according to the
conditions of Deﬁnition 6.1 when rðnÞ ¼ 2, provided those conditions are fulﬁlled for every x, that
is, provided there is a polynomial q such that either 3=46 gðxÞ=2qðnÞ6 1 or 06 gðxÞ=2qðnÞ6 1=4,
where n ¼ jxj.
Suppose M is categorical over a partial function r. Fix an input x of length n and let
s ¼ jR6 nkj ¼ 2nkþ1  1. For all y ¼ hy; . . . ; y1nk i 2 f0; 1gs extending r (i.e., 8w 2 domðrÞ; yw ¼
rðwÞ is ﬁxed), deﬁne the function f ðyÞ to be 1 when MyðxÞ accepts and 0 when MyðxÞ rejects. Let
qðnÞ be from Deﬁnition 6.1 and hðyÞ be from Lemma 6.12. Deﬁne pðyÞ, for y ¼ hy; . . . ; y1nk i2 f0; 1gs extending r, as hðyÞ=2qðnÞ.
The degree of pðyÞ is bounded by nk by Lemma 6.12, and by the deﬁnitions of f ðyÞ, pðyÞ, and
AWPP, we have jf ðyÞ  pðyÞj6 1=3. So we can apply Theorem 6.11 with N ¼ jR6 nk  domrj to
get the certiﬁcate complexity of f to be polynomial in n. That is, if we ﬁx a y extending r, there is a
set Sy (of size at most cðnkÞ) of strings of length less than or equal to nk such that f ðyÞ ¼ f ðzÞ for all
z agreeing with y on Sy. Particularly, let y be induced by any oracle A, i.e., 8w; yw ¼ vAðwÞ. We then
see that the certiﬁcate complexity of MðxÞ over r is bounded by cðnkÞð1þ nkÞ, a polynomial in-
dependent of r; therefore, AWPP has polynomial certiﬁcate complexity. 
Corollary 6.14. For SP-generic G, AWPPG ¼ PG.
Proof. From Theorem 6.13 and Lemma 6.8. 
Corollary 6.15. For SP-generic G, PG ¼ UPG ¼ FewPG ¼ SPPG ¼WPPG ¼ BPPG ¼ BQPG.
The techniques in this section imply lower bounds on the sizes of quantum circuits computing
properties of black-box functions. This idea was developed and reﬁned independently by Beals
et al. [4].
6.5. Collapses for Cohen generics
How can we use Section 6.3 to show collapses for Cohen generics? Cohen generics do not allow
us to encode a function f as in the proof of Lemma 6.8, but we can still get collapses if we allow a
little help or use assumptions. We will give an informal description of the process in this section.
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To simplify matters, we will make one additional assumption about the complexity class C we
wish to collapse. Suppose Mi is categorical over a finite partial function r. We will require that we
can easily ﬁnd—given Mi and r—another machine Mj categorical (over ) such that
LðMAi Þ ¼ LðMAj Þ for all A extending r. This assumption certainly holds for all the classes we discuss
below. Note that the ﬁrst part of the proof of Lemma 6.8 still goes through if we replace SP
forcing with Cohen forcing, that is, if a machine is not categorical over some (ﬁnite!) Cohen
condition, we can force it not to be proper and hence discard it from consideration. Then by our
assumption we need only deal with categorical machines.
Now reconsider the function f r deﬁned (Eq. (6)) for the Standard Algorithm in Fig. 1 of the
proof of Lemma 6.8, where r was an SP-condition. For our current eﬀort, we can just as well have
r be a ﬁnite (Cohen) condition, and by the discussion above, we can restrict attention to machines
Mj that are categorical over , and thus we may further assume that r ¼ . In essence, our function
does not depend on the particular Cohen generic G we create. For all j, let Fjðx; aÞ be the function
f ðx; aÞ created in the proof of Lemma 6.8 for machine Mj, given that Mj is a categorical machine
(if Mj is not categorical, then Fjðx; aÞ could be anything). We now have the following lemma,
similar to Lemma 6.8, but for Cohen generics:
Lemma 6.16. If C has polynomial certificate complexity, then CG  PGF1F2F3 for all Cohen
generic G. In fact, for any categorical Mj, LðMGj Þ 2 PGFj .
For a given class CA with polynomial certiﬁcate complexity, and for a ﬁxed j such that Mj is
categorical, how hard is it to compute the corresponding function Fjðx; aÞ, and thus run the
Standard Algorithm? Blum and Impagliazzo [11] show that Fj 2 FPNP for CA either UPA or
NPA \ co-NPA. Impagliazzo and Naor [30] show that Fj 2 FPR
p
2 for CA ¼ BPPA. Fenner et al. [20]
show that Fj 2 FPNP for CA ¼ FewPA. In general, we have the following lemma, whose proof is a
straightforward adaptation of [30].




ÞC , where C here stands for the unrelativized complexity class C;.
Sketch. Let qðnÞ be a polynomial bound on the certiﬁcate complexity for MjðxÞ over any ﬁnite
partial oracle and any input x, letting n ¼ jxj. For any given ﬁnite partial oracle a, a 1-certificate is
a polynomial-size (in n) partial oracle b compatible with a such that a [ b ensures that MjðxÞ
accepts, and a 0-certificate is such a b which ensures that MjðxÞ rejects.
Fix a ﬁnite partial oracle a and x as input to Fj. Given any polynomial-size b compatible
with a, we decide whether or not it is a 1-certiﬁcate as follows: if b is not a 1-certiﬁcate, then
there is an oracle extending a [ b that makes MjðxÞ reject, hence there is a polynomial-size 0-
certiﬁcate c compatible with a [ b; on the other hand, if b is a 1-certiﬁcate, then there is no
extension at all that makes MjðxÞ reject. Thus, b is a 1-certiﬁcate iﬀ, for all c compatible with
a [ b and with size at most qðnÞ, Ma[b[cðxÞ accepts, where all queries outside domða [ b [ cÞ
are answered negatively.
This test is in co-NPC. Similarly, there is a co-NPC test for a 0-certiﬁcate. We can now ﬁnd either
kind of certiﬁcate using a standard preﬁx search algorithm, asking NP questions relative to the
tests. 
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Given Lemma 6.17 it is easy to see that Fj 2 FPSPACE for CA ¼ AWPPA.
Clearly if Fj 2 FP then Lemma 6.8 goes through for Cohen generics. Using the fact that
P ¼ NP implies P ¼ Rp2 we get the following theorem:
Theorem 6.18. Let G be Cohen generic.
1. If P ¼ NP then UPG ¼ NPG \ co-NPG ¼ FewPG ¼ BPPG ¼ PG.
2. If P ¼ PSPACE then UPG ¼ NPG \ co-NPG ¼ FewPG ¼ BPPG ¼ SPPG ¼ AWPPG ¼ PG.
Lemma 4.5 tells us that we cant do without at least some assumptions in Theorem 6.18.
The rerelativization technique can be combined with Theorem 6.18 to get Cohen generic oracles
to collapse these classes. We use the same oracle as in Theorem 4.12. Let B be some PSPACE-
complete set. Then P ¼ PSPACE relative to B, and since Theorem 6.18 also holds relative to B,
rerelativizing with a Cohen generic G gives us all the collapses above relative to B G with no
assumptions. In this and other papers [23,24], when trying to show that an oracle exists for a
certain property, we often assume that P ¼ PSPACE unrelativized before we deﬁne the oracle. If
our oracle construction is relativizable (and it always is), then this assumption costs us nothing,
since it can be discharged by rerelativization.
7. Separating classes
In this section, we will give some generic oracle separations that are less obvious than those
given in previous sections.
7.1. Separating nonuniform classes
Theorem 6.18 shows that generic oracles may collapse classes like UP and NP \ co-NP.
However, various generic requirements will actually separate these classes from P for many dif-
ferent input lengths. Machines witnessing this separation will fail to be categorical on other input
lengths. If we had access to nonuniform computation, we could pick out these hard input lengths.
We can use genericity to separate various nonuniform classes in this manner. In particular, we
can use the theory of genericity to exhibit the diﬀerence in the two diﬀerent ways of deﬁning
nonuniform NP \ co-NP:
Theorem 7.1. If G is a Cohen generic and P ¼ NP, then NPG=1 \ co-NPG=1 is not contained in
ðNPG \ co-NPGÞ=poly.
Corollary 7.2. There is an oracle A such that NPA=1 \ co-NPA=1 is not contained in
ðNPA \ co-NPAÞ=poly.
Proof Sketch of Theorem 7.1. Assume P ¼ NP. By Theorem 6.18 we have that
NPG \ co-NPG ¼ PG. Thus we need only show that NPG=1 \ co-NPG=1 is not contained in
PG=poly. For each n, deﬁne
LGn ¼ fx j 9yjxj ¼ jyj ¼ n ^ hx; y; 0i 2 Gg:
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We say n is nice relative to G if for all x of length n, there is a y of length n such that hx; y; 0i 2 G
if and only if there is no y of length n such that hx; y; 1i 2 G.
Let requirement Ri be ‘‘There exists an n such that n is nice and LGn is not accepted by deter-
ministic Turing machine Mi running in time ni with any advice string of length ni.’’ A straight-
forward combinatorical argument shows that the set of Cohen conditions forcing Ri is dense.
Deﬁne LG ¼ Sfnjn niceg LGn . Then LG is in NPG=1 \ co-NPG=1 by letting the one bit of advice
an ¼ 1 iﬀ n is nice. However, LG is not in PG=poly since each requirement Ri is met. 
7.2. Separating NPBPP from MA
We can use similar techniques to prove the following theorem. One interesting aspect of this
theorem is that the basic construction consists of specifying a new notion of genericity which
ensures that MA coding requirements are met. This new notion still ﬁts into our general scheme
described in Section 3, that is, MA-conditions are (or at least can be identiﬁed with) perfect
subsets of 2x that collectively satisfy Deﬁnition 3.3.




Proof. By ﬁrst relativizing with a PSPACE-complete set, we can assume P ¼ NP unrelativized
(see the last paragraph in Section 6).
Deﬁne LðAÞ as follows:
LðAÞ ¼ f1n j 9y 2 Rn; for most z 2 Rn; yz 2 Ag:
We say A is MA-proper for length n if either there exists a y 2 Rn such that yz 2 A for at least
two-thirds of the zs in Rn, or for all y 2 Rn, yz 2 A for at most one-third of the zs in Rn. We say
that A is MA-proper if A is MA-proper for all lengths.
Deﬁnition 7.4. An MA-condition r is a partial characteristic function with domain R6 n for some
n, such that there is some MA-proper A extending r.
The MA-conditions form a notion of genericity that is basic, as in Deﬁnition 3.10. In this
section, all our conditions will beMA-conditions and our forcing will beMA-forcing. Clearly, all
MA-generic oracles are MA-proper. We will show that any MA-generic G fulﬁlls the following
three properties:
1. LðGÞ 2MAG,
2. LðGÞ 62 NPG, and
3. BPPG ¼ PG.
If G fulﬁlls these conditions then NPBPP
G ¼ NPG which does not contain LðGÞ 2MAG.
The ﬁrst property holds by the MA-propriety of MA-generic oracles.
Let N1; . . . be an enumeration of nondeterministic oracle Turing machines with an ni clock on
Ni. Let P1; . . . be an enumeration of probabilistic oracle Turing machines with an ni clock on Pi.
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To prove the second property we need to show that for every i, the following set of conditions is
dense:
Si ¼ fs j sLðX Þ 6¼ LðNXi Þg:
If Si is dense, then by deﬁnition, the empty string  forces ::ðLðX Þ 6¼ LðNXi ÞÞ. The second
property will then follow from Corollary 3.16.
Fix i. Let r be a condition. Pick n larger than the length of any string in domðrÞ and also such
that 2n > 3ni. If there is an A extending r such that NAi ð1nÞ accepts, then let c be A restricted to
queries made on an accepting path of NAi ð1nÞ. Let sðxÞ be deﬁned as
sðxÞ ¼
rðxÞ if x 2 domðrÞ
cðxÞ if x 2 domðcÞ




If there is no such oracle A, then let s be r extended by deﬁning sðxÞ ¼ 1 for all x 2 R6 2ndomðrÞ.
In either case, s is a condition and sLðX Þ 6¼ LðNXi Þ by Proposition 3.13, and so s is in Si and
extends r. Hence, Si is dense.
For the third property we show that for every i, the following set of conditions is dense:
Ti ¼ fs j s LðPXi Þ defined
 ! LðPXi Þ 2 PXg:
Recall that for deﬁning BPP, PAi is proper just in the case that its acceptance probability for any
input is either at least 2/3 or at most 1/3.
Fix i and let r be a condition. We will ﬁnd a condition s 2 Ti extending r. Pick n larger than the
length of any element of domðrÞ and also such that 2n >> ni. We can assume that r is deﬁned on
exactly the strings of length less than n.
First, suppose that there exists some x with m ¼ jxj and 3i logmP n and there exists an oracle A
that extends r and is MA-proper for all lengths less than 3i logm, such that the probability that
PAi ðxÞ accepts is between 2=5 and 3=5. We would now like to extend r according to A to a s deﬁned
on all strings of length up through mi, thus preventing P si from being a proper BPP machine.
Unfortunately, we cant quite do this, because although A is MA-proper for lengths less than
3i logm, it may not be proper for lengths between 3i logm and mi=2, and so s would not be anMA-
condition. In this case, however, we can tweak s a little bit so that it becomes an MA-condition
without changing the acceptance probability of P si ðxÞ too much.
For any y 2 R let Sy ¼ fyz : jyj ¼ jzjg.
Lemma 7.5. For every tP 3i logm, there exists a yt with jytj ¼ t such that the strings in Syt only
appear in less than a 1=ð15miÞ fraction of the computation paths of PAi ðxÞ.
Proof. Fix t in the given range. Let Qp be the set of queries made on computation path p of PAi ðxÞ.
Note jQpj6mi.
Choose y at random of length t. We have, for any ﬁxed p,
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Of course, if we choose both y and p at random the same inequality holds. Thus there must be
some y such that if we choose p at random the same inequality holds. 
Deﬁne sðwÞ as
sðwÞ ¼
rðwÞ if jwj < n
1 if w 2 Syt for some t; 3i logm6 t6mi=2




Clearly, s is an MA-condition extending r. Further, s diﬀers from A at most on strings in Syt for
n6 t6mi=2, which appear as queries on a combined total of less than 1=15 of the paths of PAi ðxÞ.
Thus P si ðxÞ accepts with probability strictly between 1=3 and 2=3, which implies that
s ðLðPXi Þ is undefinedÞ by Proposition 3.13, and so s 2 Ti.
Now suppose there is no such x and A, that is, for every x such that 3i log jxjP n, and for every
A extending r that is MA-proper for all lengths less than 3i log jxj, the probability that PAi ðxÞ
accepts is either less than 2/5 or greater than 3/5.
Fix any x with jxj ¼ m and such that ‘ ¼ 3i logmP n, and let G be any MA-proper oracle
extending r. We will show that LðPGi Þ 2 PG and thus r 2 Ti. Let r0 be G restricted to strings of
length less than ‘. (For the moment, we will allow BPPmachines to have error up to 2=5; this does
not aﬀect the rest of the proof.)
Now Pi may not be categorical over r0; r0 alone does not tell us about the behavior of Pi on
inputs bigger than m, so we cannot deﬁne the certiﬁcate complexity of PiðyÞ over r0 for jyj > m in
accordance with Deﬁnition 6.7. However, we do know that PiðxÞ behaves in a BPP-proper way for
all oracles extending r0, and the results of Impagliazzo and Naor [30] show us that polynomial-
sized (in m) certiﬁcates for PiðxÞ over r0 can be computed in FPR
p
2 (see the discussion following
Lemma 6.16), and hence in FP. Therefore, once we compute r0 explicitly (using m3i queries to G),
we can run the Standard Algorithm, simulating the computation of f r
0 ðx; aÞ corresponding to the
machine PiðxÞ in polynomial time. This approach works for all x with jxjP 2n=3i, where n and i
were ﬁxed. This shows that LðPGi Þ 2 PG. This concludes the proof of Theorem 7.3. 
Deﬁnition 6.7 can be loosened to accommodate this last point. We could have deﬁned cate-
goricity of M over r for a particular input x in the expected way. Then, to deﬁne the certiﬁcate
complexity of MðxÞ over r, we only require that M be categorical over r for input x. The function
f of Eq. (6) is then deﬁned arbitrarily whenever M is not categorical for x. But when M is cat-
egorical for x, the Standard Algorithm can be run.
7.3. Separations with SP-generics
Theorem 6.10 and Corollaries 6.14 and 6.15 show dramatic collapses relative to SP-generic
oracles. A natural question to ask is whether these collapses are tight with regard to the time
hierarchy. For example, PG ¼ UPG for SP-generic G, but this would also follow from a
stronger collapse: ð8iÞð9jÞ½UTIMEGðniÞ  DTIMEGðnjÞ. Such stronger collapses occur when
the class in question has a complete set. For example, if P ¼ NP, then the ‘‘standard’’ complete
set (cf. [6])
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K ¼ fhi; x; 1ti j the ith NTM accepts x within time tg
would be computable in DTIMEðnaÞ for some a 2 x, and so for all b 2 x,
NTIMEðnbÞ  DTIMEKðnbÞ  DTIMEðnaþbÞ:
The following theorem shows that no such stronger collapse occurs relative to G for any of the
classes we have been discussing. Another motivation for the theorem is that the proof easily scales
up to obtain a generic oracle that separates all these classes from P. Well discuss this brieﬂy in
Section 7.3.1.
Theorem 7.6. For any SP-generic G and any k 2 x,
ULING \ co-ULING \ ZPLING 6 DTIMEGðnkÞ:
[Here, ULIN stands for unambiguous nondeterministic linear time, and ZPLIN stands for zero-
error probabilistic linear time.]
Proof. For simplicity, we only prove that ULING \ co-ULING 6 DTIMEGðnkÞ. Combining this
with similar techniques proves the theorem. The basic idea is simple: when building the oracle G,
we extend some SP-condition r to an SP-condition s by ﬁlling in some of the gaps in domðrÞ with
hidden witnesses or cowitnesses, in order to put some standard test language LG out of
DTIMEðnkÞG while maintaining some ULIN \ co-ULIN promise for LG. We can make the gaps
remaining in domðsÞ to be too far apart to interfere with the diagonalizations against DTIMEðnkÞ
oracle machines.
Unfortunately, the situation is more complicated than this and requires greater care. There are
inﬁnitely many lengths where s is completely undeﬁned, and even though a DTIMEðnkÞ machine
running on a test input of length n does not have time to make queries in the next bigger gap in
domðsÞ, it can still make queries outside of domðsÞ at lengths shorter than n. We have no control
over how the oracle G is eventually deﬁned at these lengths, and G may perhaps tell the machine
where to ﬁnd witnesses and so defeat the diagonalization. The trick to the construction is to
attempt diagonalization on many inputs of length n at once. The deterministic machine may be
able to ﬁnd some witnesses, but computing the right answer on all test inputs would require more
information than can ﬁt in the oracle at the shorter lengths.
Let r be any c-condition for cP 1, undeﬁned on strings with lengths in Ac (cf. Deﬁnition 5.1.)
We show how to extend r to a d-condition s with d ¼ 2c such that the test language
LG ¼ fx : 4jxj 2 ðAc  AdÞ&ð9yÞ½jyj ¼ 3jxj  1 & xy1 2 Gg
is a member of ðULING \ co-ULINGÞ DTIMEðnkÞG for any oracle G extending s. We can as-
sume without loss of generality that 2c > k (otherwise, we just extend r in some arbitrary way
ﬁrst), which means that for any element n 2 Ac, the next bigger element of Ac is n2c > nk. The
extension s is deﬁned by giving its values on strings with lengths in Ac  Ad as follows: For every
n 2 Ac  Ad , let m ¼ n=4 and let x1; . . . ; x2m be the lexicographical enumeration of all strings of
length m. Choose a Kolmogorov random (relative to r) string y ¼ y1y2    y2m of length 3m2m, cut
into blocks yi of length 3m each. We let sðxiyiÞ ¼ 1 for 16 i6 2m, and let sðzÞ ¼ 0 for all other
strings z of length n. Doing the above for all n 2 Ac  Ad deﬁnes s. This clearly puts LG into
ULING \ co-ULING for all G extending s.
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Fix a deterministic oracle machineM running in time nk. Let n0 be a suﬃciently large element of
Ac  Ad , and let m0 ¼ n0=4. Let x1; . . . ; x2m0 be the lexicographic enumeration of the strings of
length m0, and let y ¼ y1    y2m0 be the Kolmogorov random string as described above, for n ¼ n0.
The next higher (than n0) gap in domðrÞ comes at a length above nk0, and so does not aﬀect any





0 ; . . . , for a total of at most 2
n1=2
0
þ1 < 2m0=4 strings shorter than n0 outside domðrÞ. Call
this set of strings the spoiler set, and let G be any oracle extending s.
We restrict our attention to computations ofMGðxjÞ for 16 j6 2m0 . We claim ﬁrst that the total
number N of strings xiyi queried by M over all these computations together is less than 2m0=4.
Suppose not, i.e., N P 2m0=4. We could give a short description (relative to r; recall that the
Kolmogorov randomness of y is relative to r) of y consisting of the following four self-termi-
nating12 strings in sequence:
• m0 in binary,
• all the bits of G restricted to the spoiler set,
• a concatenation in increasing order of i of all the yi such that xiyi is not queried by M , and
• a concatenation of strings xjr such that MGðxjÞ makes its ﬁrst query to some string xiyi as its rth
query. (Each r has length k logm0 bits, and each queried xiyi is counted exactly once in the string.)
It is clear that y can be eﬀectively recovered, using r as an oracle, from this description and a
program forM . By assumption, N P 2m0=4, and if m0 is large enough then m0 P k logm0, and so the
entire description has length
2m0=4 þ 3m0 2m0ð  NÞ þ N m0ð þ k logm0Þ þOðm0Þ
¼ 2m0=4 þ 3m02m0 þ N k logm0ð  2m0Þ þOðm0Þ
6 2m0=4 þ 3m02m0  Nm0 þOðm0Þ6 2m0=4
þ 3m02m0  2m0=4m0 þOðm0Þ
< m0 3  2m0
  ð1=2Þ2m0=4 þOð1Þ;
which is shorter than jyj by more than a constant. This contradicts our choice of Kolmogorov
random y, and thus less than 2m0=4 of the xiyi are queried by M .
Now we chop up the set f1; . . . ; 2m0g into blocks
Bj ¼ fj23m0=4 þ 1; j23m0=4 þ 2; . . . ; ðjþ 1Þ23m0=4g
for 06 j < 2m0=4. From the claim above, there is a block Bj such that no xiyi for i 2 Bj is ever
queried by M . We now claim that there must be an xi with i 2 Bj such that MGðxiÞ 6¼ LGðxiÞ.
Suppose not. Noticing that LGðxiÞ corresponds to the rightmost bit of xiyi, we see that, for all
i 2 Bj, MGðxiÞ correctly computes the rightmost bit of xiyi without querying any xi0yi0 for i0 2 Bj.
We therefore get a short description of y as a concatenation of the following strings:
• j in binary, using m0=4 bits,
• all the bits of G restricted to the spoiler set, padded out to 2m0=4 bits,
12 To be self-terminating, string s is preceded by some information to let a machine know where s ends, assuming it is
concatenated with more bits to its right. The length of this preﬁx is Oðlog jsjÞ. See [42] for details.
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• a concatenation of all yi without the rightmost bit of each, for all i 2 Bj, and
• a concatenation of all yi for i 62 Bj, in order of increasing i.
Again, y canbe eﬀectively generated relative tor from this description (note thatm0 canbe computed
from its length). To ﬁnd the rightmost bit of some yi with i 2 Bj, we runMGðxiÞ, using the spoiler set
bits whenwe need them. IfMGðxiÞ queries any xi0zwhere jzj ¼ 3m0, then the answer is 0 if i0 2 Bj since
MGðxiÞ does not query xi0yi0 by assumption. Otherwise if i0 62 Bj, we can determine the answer by
checking whether z occurs in the last part of the description at the position corresponding to i0.
The length of the description above is
m0=4þ 2m0=4 þ ð3m0  1Þ23m0=4 þ 3m0 2m0
  23m0=4
¼ 3m02m0  23m0=4 þ 2m0=4 þ m0=4 < jyj Oð1Þ;
which again contradicts the fact that y is incompressible.
Since we chose M arbitrarily, weve established that LðMGÞ 6¼ LG for any G extending the SP-
condition s. Hence, sSP ::u, where u 2 sentðLXPAÞ is the sentence ‘‘ð8kÞ½ULINX \ co-ULINX 6
DTIMEðnkÞX .’’ Thus rSP ::u, and since r was chosen arbitrarily, we have that x½G * u for
any SP-generic G. 
7.3.1. SP-Conditions with larger gaps
In this section we generalize SP to a family fSPigi2x of notions of genericity with diﬀerent
complexity theoretic properties. Compare the following with Deﬁnition 5.1.
Deﬁnition 7.7. For i; n 2 x, deﬁne TiðnÞ to be an exponential tower of i 2s below n, that is,
T0ðnÞ ¼ n;
Tjþ1ðnÞ ¼ 2TjðnÞ for j 2 x:
For c a positive integer, let Ai;c ¼ fTiðcnÞ j n 2 xg. An i-c-condition is a partial characteristic





A condition s is an SPi-condition if s is an i-c-condition for some cP 1. We let SPi denote the
class of all SPi-conditions.
Clearly, SP ¼ SP2. As i increases, the gaps in the domains of SPi conditions grow further and
further apart. For instance, each successive gap in an SP3-condition comes at strings of length
superpolynomial in lengths of strings in the previous gap. It is easy to see that SPi is basic for all i.
Indeed, the notions SPi all have identical topological and computability theoretic properties; in
particular, Theorem 5.6 holds for SPi-generics by the same proof. The notions have diﬀerent
complexity theoretic properties, however—a diﬀerence that we will see especially in the polyno-
mial case between SP2 and SP3, underscoring how much more sensitive complexity theory is
compared to computability theory in the face of relativization.
Deﬁnition 7.8. For all integers c > 0 and real x > 0, we deﬁne inductively
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g0;cðxÞ ¼ xþ c;
and
giþ1;cðxÞ ¼ 2gi;cðlog2 xÞ
for all i 2 x.
The functions gi;c are deﬁned so that, for any i-c-condition r, if domðrÞ has a gap at length ‘,
then the next bigger gap will be at length gi;cð‘Þ. Note that g1;cðxÞ ¼ x2c and g2;cðxÞ ¼ x2c , and for
ﬁxed c, g3;cðxÞ ¼ 2ðlog xÞ2
c
grows superpolynomially in x. The gi;c form a natural hierarchy of
subexponentially growing functions (see, for example, Lutz [41]). The proof of Theorem 7.6
‘‘scales up’’ in a straightforward way to prove
Theorem 7.9. For i; j; k 2 x with 26 i < j, relative to any SPj-generic set,
ULIN \ co-ULIN \ ZPLIN 6 DTIMEðgi;kÞ:
In particular, for polynomially bounded classes we have
Corollary 7.10. Relative to any SP3 generic set,
P 6¼ UP \ co-UP \ ZPP:
Thus SP3-generic oracles are almost the opposite of SP-generics in how they treat these
promise classes. On the other hand, all the collapsing results for SP-generics also scale up to show
that








BPTIMEðgi;kÞ ¼   
8. Further work and open problems
Despite the almost complete and coherent relativized world view generic oracles provide, there
are still some open questions regarding the collapse of certain complexity classes relative to ge-
nerics. For SP-generics, or for Cohen generics under suitably strong unrelativized assumptions,
we have P ¼ AWPP and P ¼ NP \ co-NP. Are stronger collapses possible? For example, is it the
case that P ¼ C¼P \ co-C¼P with respect to SP-generics, or with respect to Cohen generics with
suﬃcient unrelativized ‘‘help’’? This would be the case if a certain strengthening of Nisan-Szegedy
[44] held, i.e., if we weakened the hypothesis by allowing the Boolean formula to be represented by
any rational function rather than just a polynomial. Such a collapse would imply at once both the
known collapses P ¼WPP and P ¼ NP \ co-NP with respect to generics, currently achieved by
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diﬀerent proofs. Is there any reasonable class containing both NP \ co-NP and AWPP that would
collapse to P?
The collapse of AWPP to P relative to SP-generics, while PH remains inﬁnite (Proposition
5.4), has special signiﬁcance to the quantum computing model. The relativizable inclusion
BQP  AWPP shown by Fortnow and Rogers [24] implies that SP-generics provide a relativized
world where quantum computers are no more powerful than classical deterministic ones, and NP-
complete problems are beyond the reach of both. This bolsters an earlier result of Bennett et al.
that NP 6 BQP relative to a random oracle [3], and suggests severe limitations on quantum
computation.
Several questions that were open when the proceedings version of this paper appeared [21] have
been answered, and further results have been obtained. In Section 7.2, we created a specialized
form of generic, an MA-generic, to solve a speciﬁc problem. Other specialized generic sets, in-
cluding UP-generic and ðNP \ co-NPÞ-generic sets, have been applied by Fortnow and Rogers
[23] to get simultaneous collapses and separations of various subclasses of NP. Buhrman and
Fortnow [8] also used a UP-generic set to ﬁnd an oracle where NP 6¼ co-NP but
PNP½1 ¼ PNP½2 ¼ PSPACE. In a clever use of the rerelativization technique, Rogers [48] deﬁned a
generic oracle where both P 6¼ UP and the Isomorphism Conjecture holds. This oracle is a UP-
generic oracle built ‘‘on top of’’ an SP-generic. Perhaps other specialized forms of generics may
have applications to other oracle constructions.
So far all our collapsing results collapse classes down to P. Until recently, a long standing open
question was what happens one level up in the polynomial hierarchy. With respect to SP-generics
(or Cohen generics with help), is it the case that Rp2 \Pp2 collapses to PNP? What happens at higher
levels? Both these questions were resolved by Fortnow and Yamakami [26], who showed that
Rp2 \Pp2 does not collapse to PNP, and that separations also occur at higher levels as well. Whether
their techniques apply to hierarchies involving counting classes is a natural question. For example,
is SPPNP ¼ PNP relative to an SP-generic oracle?
Finally, there are notions of forcing/genericity in the literature—used in constructing oracles in
complexity theory—that fall under the general scheme described in Section 3, but that did not
appear to originally. Particular examples are in Fortnow and Rogers [23] and Fenner and Schaefer
[25, Proof of Lemma 8.5]. These notions of genericity involve extra ‘‘promises’’ about the structure
of the generic set being built. For instance, Fortnow and Rogers deﬁne size-bounded generic sets
as follows: Deﬁne tð0Þ ¼ 1 and tðnþ 1Þ ¼ 2tðnÞ, and call the range of t the set of allowed lengths. A
condition is a pair ðr; kÞ such that k is a positive integer, r : R6 n ! f0; 1g for some n > 0, and
rðxÞ ¼ 0 for all x 2 domðrÞ when jxj is not an allowed length. One condition ðs; ‘Þ extends another
condition ðr; kÞ iﬀ
• r % s,
• k6 ‘, and
• for all n such that there are strings of length n in domðsÞ  domðrÞ, we have sðxÞ ¼ 1 for at
most n=2k strings x of length n.
A dense set of conditions is deﬁned in the usual way, and given a prespeciﬁed countable collection
of dense sets of conditions, there is a countable chain c1 % c2 %    of conditions that intersects
each dense set in the collection. The sb-generic oracle is then the union of the ﬁrst components of
the conditions in the chain. The presence of the integer k in a condition encodes the promise that
future extensions of r will be suﬃciently sparse. Fortnow and Rogers show that relative to a
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suﬃciently sb-generic oracle, P ¼ UP ¼ NP \ co-NP and there are no pairs of P-inseparable sets
either in NP or in co-NP. (There are P-inseparable sets in co-NP relative to Cohen generics.)
The notion of size-bounded genericity is actually an instance of Deﬁnition 3.3 when we identify
a condition ðr; kÞ with the correct perfect subset cr;k of 2x. The set cr;k consists of all A 2 2x ¼ 2R
such that
• A extends r,
• AðxÞ ¼ 0 for all x 2 R such that jxj is not an allowed length, and
• for every allowed length n such that r is undeﬁned on strings of length n, we have AðxÞ ¼ 1 for
at most n=2k strings x of length n.
Such a cr;k is easily seen to be a perfect set. Moreover, for any two conditions ðr; kÞ and ðs; ‘Þ, we
have ðr; kÞ % ðs; ‘Þ if and only if cr;k & cs;‘. Finally, it is clear that the set of all cr;k is a notion of
genericity according to Deﬁnition 3.3.
A similar identiﬁcation works for the (unnamed) notion of genericity deﬁned in [25]. Thus to
our knowledge, all notions of genericity used in complexity theory (including randomness) ﬁt the
framework described in Section 3. Any useful notion that violates this framework would be highly
interesting.
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